Unless God reveals it to us; none of us know when our bodies will return to the dust from which we
were formed and our spirits answer for our choices and deeds while we incarnated. As such, I give
thought this moment as to what I would tell others at this point in my existence. Everything I state in
here is supported by audiovisual and scientific evidence that can be found on the Internet easily by
anyone who takes the time to research these topics instead of continuing to live in their brainwashed,
“snow globe” worlds of wishful thinking, ignorance and deception! I have found many citizens are so
proud and so successfully brainwashed that they refuse to even examine evidence of FACTS! This
condition is brought about because many people have a psychological inability to face extreme evil so
close to their own personal safety and so they immediately dismiss any reports that would threaten
their personal psychological safety zone. (This is a documented fact that psychologists have discovered
about the human psyche). However, evil doers know this and are getting away with atrocities because
people have been successfully controlled to the point where many are afraid of their own shadow and
will not even consider any FACTS contrary to what they THINK they know. Evidence of all I state
herein is found easily on the Internet by topical studies through most any existing online search engine.
Websites that have much controversial footage on them must follow WikiLeaks model of shadowing
(copying mirror sites) all data on many servers in many countries to prevent censorship by the
criminals now in power. I encourage programmers to create mirrored websites of the following
domains: WikiLeaks.com, theforbiddenknowledge.com, infowars.net, blastthetrumpet.org,
911pressfortruth.org and so on. Ask the webmasters of any site containing controversial knowledge
and especially such sites that have audiovisual and documentary evidence exposing the atrocities now
being committed for permission to mirror their site. I publicly give my permission for any of my
existing websites (as of August 01, 2010; especially blastthetrumpet.org) to be mirrored (verbatim) at
will. I do not give permission for additions, deletions, editions or changes of any kind to the content. It
is highly unlikely anyone will read the contents of this outline and agree with all the exposed facts the
first time they read it. It is more likely something you read will tempt you not to even read further
because of the psychological response to try and disbelieve for your own false sense of security that is
an inherent survival instinct in us. If you are strong and bold enough to read this outline all the way
through, keep in mind it has taken me many years of research, a lifetime of experience, and even
Divine Revelations to compile it and I do not expect anyone therefore to just believe the contents at
face value. What I am hoping for is that enough citizens who do read it will become alarmed enough to
do their own diligent research and when they find out that not only am I telling the truth but that I have
actually left out even the most heinous and shocking atrocities going on (that are simply so evil the
vast majority are incapable of facing it and so I purposely have chosen not to expose such evil that
most citizens would choose to completely hide behind their psychological defense mechanisms and so
my efforts would then be counter-productive); instead I’ve chosen to expose enough to hopefully cause
citizens to immediately spread the word and act universally to prevent these inhumanities from
continuing and even getting worse!
A. The most important information that I would convey to any and all persons is that it is possible
for all souls to communicate with and personally KNOW beyond ALL doubt the One True
God, the Creator of the Universe, and learn from our Creator directly.
a. I have personally become aware of over two dozen fields of science that have
scientifically proven beyond all reasonable doubt that God to be the One of the Holy

Bible. (Institute of Creation Research online and “Creation in the 21st Century” with Dr.
Carl Baugh cover many more than just 2 dozen fields of science and there are now
many books written covering this topic that is being censored from public education in
lieu of the fiction being taught our children). Fiction being taught our children in our
public schools in the name of science has occurred to fulfill the prophecy in 1Ti 6:20,
21 which states, “…keep that which is committed to your trust, avoiding worldly and
vain babblings, and oppositions of science FALSELY so called: which some professing
have erred concerning the faith. Grace be with you. Amen.”
b. I have become aware that by logic, reason and so many fields of science that no longer
is any measure of faith necessary for a rationale human being to conclude, choose and
declare themselves to be a Christian; it is merely a lack of knowledge that people all
over the world do not already know the One True God and communicate with that Spirit
directly. The fact that the vast majority of the fathers of sciences were all believers in
God is also kept from public knowledge. (this has happened to fulfill the prophecy
“…professing themselves to be wise, they became fools…” (Rom 1:22)
c. I have found that many sciences have overwhelmingly proven that the Holy Bible is
God’s Record to mankind. (“The Bible Code”, “Evidence That Demands A Verdict Vol
1 & 2”, “The Collapse of Evolution”, “The Signature of God”, “Classical Apologetics”,
and so many more books that whole libraries are now full of overwhelming evidence
that many are choosing to remain willfully ignorant of because as Christ stated they
refuse to come to the Light lest their deeds be reproved- Jn 3:15-21)
d. I have personally seen the Risen Lord Jesus Christ (Jn 14:21) in dreams and open
visions and testify that He is Alive, He is Lord, He is Christ, the Savior of Mankind,
that there is none other Messiah whereby we must all be Saved and thereby be
reconciled to the One True God. (Acts 4:12; 1Jn 5:20)
B. In the mundane world I have made significant discoveries that do not seem to be commonly
known but should be.
a. The discovery that affects the most citizens globally is that at least ten percent of the
global populace has a genetic trait wrongly being called “Wilson’s Disease”.
b. This trait is the number one genetic link to every serious and terminal condition known
to mankind because it affects the blood. (All 4 CBS “the Doctors” have the trait; just to
show how much ignorance there is regarding it; even in the medical professions)
c. People who have this trait can easily accumulate too many toxic heavy metals in the
blood and thereby damage any or all their internal organs prematurely. Thus the one
trait manifests in all known serious and terminal conditions depending on which organs
the heavy metal toxic poisoning affects first and most predominantly. Capillaries can
become clogged and organ damage occurs not only from the heavy metals but lack of
proper blood flow to the cells causing degradation of function of the affected organs.
d. The two most common laboratory signs popularly detected at present are high blood
pressure and high cholesterol which are the highest grossers for the pharmaceutical and
medical industries because as I stated at least ten percent of the global populace has this
genetic trait.

e. Diabetes, arthritis, robotic jerky movements, bouncing knees when sitting as if
appearing nervous, facial or other muscle twitches, speech impediments or inflective
speaking (many journalists have the trait), constant blinking or dry eyes, overall
stiffness, cancers of various kinds, increased signs during andropause and menopause,
hormonal imbalances, adrenal and metabolic malfunction leading to premature obesity,
insomnia, muscle hypertension (in some cases hypotension can occur causing blank
expressions on face, protruding eyes or some other muscle dysfunction such as WD
related Muscular Dystrophy or other serious conditions), spasms, dancing leg
syndrome, seizures, tremblings, palsies; conversely dystonias; digestive complications
(WD related Crohn’s or IBS), any or all can manifest prematurely in those that have this
trait. (Literally EVERY known serious and terminal condition can have the vast
majority of those suffering linked to WD/HH by testing; some more prevalent than
others; especially if those illnesses began manifesting below statistical average ages for
such ailments)
f. On a personal level I had knowledge of my adoptive mother’s still births, which is
another common sign, along with toxemia issues during pregnancy, especially in
mothers that wait until their 30’s or 40’s to have children, some men and women
become infertile as blood flow to the appropriate organs are compromised. When this
happens hormonal imbalances can occur causing sexual dysfunction in men and women
or conversely can cause increased libido due to these imbalances. Men can develop
breasts, women excessive body hair, and as earlier stated the effects of menopause and
andropause can be increased noticeably. The testes can be smaller than average life long
and also the ovaries or during the onset of clogged capillaries and/or heavy metal
accumulation can shrink significantly. Hormonal imbalances in the brain can lead to
ongoing risky behavior; so many stunt personalities and extreme sports men and women
have this genetic trait and conversely also many addicts and convicts. I watched the
same adoptive mother develop WD related Alzheimer’s but even though I have many
thousands of hours of research on the subject (far more than is necessary for an M.D. or
Ph. D. no one would listen to me as I suggested immediate and ongoing heavy metal
chelation and detoxification, oxygen, and liquid micro-nutrients, together with honey,
yoghurts, kefirs (in addition I recommended immediate brain supplementation such as
“focus factor”, “lucidal”, omega-3s; phosphatidyl choline, etc. –these would help all
Alzheimer patients far more than any prescription on the market and have no known
harmful side effects. These (especially Lucidal-crush and mix in warm water, yoghurt
or other soft food or beverages) could still help my adoptive mother if any would listen
to me) as people that show signs of cellular malfunction and degradation need as much
bio-available easily assimilated nutrition as possible to regain health and prevent further
and progressively worse signs. It is sad for me to know my adoptive mother is placed
even in a high end care facility; I would have asked her if she wanted to be cared for by
a visiting attendee and housed her myself if I had not been robbed of my estate,
foreclosed on and thrown out of my own home; at the time and so ill, I could barely
take care of myself. When I was able to muster enough strength to visit her, I noticed

the vast majority of Alzheimer’s patients there all had WD and no one is telling them or
treating the core problem which is heavy metal poisoning and toxic plaque
accumulation in the capillaries decreasing blood flow and adequate nutrition to the brain
and central nervous system. Even though my adoptive relations and I hardly know each
other because we have not lived together; nor stayed in touch for decades; I know it was
one of the most heart wrenching decisions my adoptive father ever made to place his
wife of over 40 years in the Alzheimer’s ward. Many elderly couples tragically face
having to place a beloved spouse in a care facility because they both growing old
together are often unable to take care of each other in the final years. So I suggest that
one of the most needed professions to be fulfilled in the near future and at present; for
the many aging “baby boomers”, is at home care practitioners that visit the aging or
even live in their homes should they choose not to enter a care facility. I watched my
beloved grandmother with her bouts with WD related cancer and when no one would
listen to me, made the gesture of one of the best super-foods known to man (honey
elixirs, royal honey with added micro-nutrients for all compromised elderly digestive
systems and organic yoghurts) to at least give her some energy to stay around as long as
possible from the chemical toxic poisoning and lethal radiation therapies of modern
conventional treatments; this is still widely done with a 97% death rate despite that the
cure for all cancers has been known for decades. But because I possessed no credentials
people ignored my recommendations altogether. Perhaps they should have read the
books I suggested (like “A Promise Made; A Promise Kept…” by James Chappell) then
they might have realized I knew what I was talking about. I watched my adoptive father
worsen rapidly from onset WD related arthritic symptoms, the WD related gallstones,
and lifelong struggles all related to WD genetic trait. The entire family so obviously has
the trait it’s ridiculous that no doctor has informed any of them of it. So I watch them all
struggling with related health issues but no one pays attention to an individual who
although doesn’t possess little letters after his name, was nominated to two military
academies, got straight A’s without any significant effort, has tested at genius level
I.Q.s repeatedly, was a member of Mensa, has spent thousands of hours of research on
the subject probably at least as much if not more than the so called “experts” of the
world, but all that is swept aside because I didn’t choose to go massively in debt to get
little letters after my name.
g. At least 700,000,000 souls possess this trait and are at various stages of suffering from
the underlying aforementioned conditions and more on planet earth; yet the vast
majority are completely ignorant of this; including the medical professions. This trait is
so common; it should be the highest priority for science and medicine to figure out how
to maintain the health of such persons because although they suffer lifelong; there also
are certain observable benefits. Namely, while too much heavy metal accumulation is
toxic and damaging to organs, not enough necessary metals can also be harmful. As
such, it appears that people with this trait, early in life get increased musculo-skeletal
and cognitive function, many get modeling careers because the heavy metal
accumulation in the eyes can make them look quite attractive, many are quite educated,

learned and driven and so many take more noticeable professions such as actors,
politicians, educators, sports, entertainers of every kind including musicians, they
appear driven to excel, and have the ability to do so as they benefit from increased
electrical activity in early years and if kept healthy can last into later adult years as well.
Many are like the candles that burn at both ends though and can have amazingly
productive years followed by intense suffering especially since so many physicians
seem to be unable to recognize this genetic trait despite how prevalent it is among all
races and nations. Because they can suffer intense amounts of pain, due to their
underlying condition, many will self medicate and can easily become alcoholics or drug
addicts, just to try and cope with the pain which can be acute and/or chronic and
pervasive depending on how many organs and cells are damaged before doctors detect
the HH and WD links so common to so many citizens globally. Sadly, perhaps the
people that do know; don’t tell others because there is so little known about how best to
treat such persons and also because it is so profitable to treat all the symptoms that
manifest as organs are compromised and fail.
h. I have spent almost as many hours(years) studying on how best to treat the condition as
I have in just identifying the trait and it is apparent to me that sadly there is an epidemic
of ignorance and malpractice in medical fields that can be deadly and cause even worse
suffering of the patients. Here we are in the 21st century with the Internet, and yet
patients are shuffled from quack to quack as they vainly seek for relief from their
manifesting symptoms. It is inexcusable that the way medicine is practiced globally has
not been significantly upgraded so that all general practitioners offices are linked to a
global database of experts on all known ailments and the best treatments globally for
each; but as yet such a network is not in common use. So each patient literally puts their
very life in the hands of a complete stranger whose limited knowledge may kill them;
for people with HH and WD can appear to be suffering from anemia and yet prescribing
iron supplementation can cause a reaction that can be immediately life threatening for
these persons, or actually worsens their overall health taking years off their life!
Therefore, I advise all citizens to study WD and find out through genetic testing if they
are carriers of HH and/or WD (hereditary hemachromatosis and Wilsons disease). Once
you know, the best advice I have found is to:
i. Return to God through our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ; so that by faith in His
Love and Healing Power you will be kept well from all ailments
ii. Return to “the Maker’s Diet” by Jordan Rubin and as found in the Holy Bible
iii. Breathe in oxygen; especially when sleeping
iv. Juicing, honey and yoghurt or kefir to give your internals needed help and rest
v. Avoid supplements that contain metals; instead get all such from natural
occurrences in proper diet
vi. (At first signs of heavy metal accumulation or poisoning) Detox baths with ½ to
1 cup (depending on tub size and amount of water soaking in) of Clorox bleach
to pull out heavy metals through the skin (this will also help alleviate muscle
pains and aches due to all the toxins in the body, and aid in relaxing from
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muscle hypertension) I know this seems unadvisable since bleach is toxic; but in
the case where the body is compromised with toxic heavy metals it can actually
be helpful (“90 Day Immune System Makeover” by Janet Macarro Ph.D.)
Most people in America have diets that make their blood highly acidic, so take
coral calcium and monitor blood and urine Ph until alkaline
Swim, sweat, detoxify, and move your entire body (again swimming or water
aerobics is best) to aid in restoration of natural balances of health that were
compromised due to toxicity during years of poor diet and lack of adequate
exercise
Liquid supplementation for arthritic joints like “Supple” and omega 3 oils are
preferable to compressed capsules, liquid supplementation of all kinds is
preferable to the capsules (If wealthy enough juicing high nutrient fruits and
vegetables is ideal), supermarket fruits and vegetables should have liquid
nutrients added to your resulting juice.
Treat Candida which is a common link that develops in persons with HH and
WD as well as other digestive complications with probiotics preferably in
yoghurts and/or kefirs (“ThreeLac” probiotics combination was developed
specifically for and I found works against Candidiasis)
Colon hydrotherapy as well as heavy metal and toxic detoxifications, including
liver/gall bladder cleanses are a must when first discovering heavy metal
complications or after mid twenties should become a regular regimen for
maintaining wellness (there are many simple recipes online for these cleanses)
I am not convinced of the effectiveness of any of the drugs on the market
currently being utilized to treat WD; rather a return to all natural remedies and
helping your internal organs seems best chance of recovery from any and all
symptoms of degrading health; nor am I convinced that donating blood is the
best remedy for treating HH(rather heavy metal chelation therapy and blood
detoxification similar to dialysis machines can be helpful in critical situations),
but ultimately the decision is up to each person possessing the trait to take the
best knowledge to date and build upon it for your own wellness
Laughter does good like medicine; so find things that make you laugh and keep
laughing
There is a WD network and it is good to read their letters to each other although
most are on conventional medications (which is why after reading hundreds of
their letters, I am not convinced that is the most preferable course of action to
take in your own treatment; some seem to benefit with constant monitoring;
others not so much; since the liver is a common organ that gets overworked with
WD and HH; to burden it more with toxic medications seems counterproductive to me). I have found a green tea mixture with candied ginger, honey
and cinnamon to be helpful with leveling blood sugar spikes, depleted energy
levels and accompanying nausea for those who start showing clear signs and
symptoms of WD.

xv. If you are so unfortunate as to be given an incompatible blood transfusion as I
was; the immune response from your spleen could tempt surgeons to perform a
slpenectomy to alleviate your suffering but this could kill you if you have
chronic viral conditions like Herpes or Epstein-Barr or any other chronic virus;
DO NOT LET SURGEONS REMOVE ITEMS GOD GAVE YOU FOR YOUR
HEALTH! You’d be better off with immune suppressants if you can’t take the
pain. But since, as I stated, medications are predominantly processed by the liver
and since most HH and WD sufferers have liver/gallbladder issues especially in
later years; medications should be avoided if possible. Therefore, natural
remedies and moving through the pain (swimming and water aerobics) is the
best chance you have at recovering from such a life threatening situation.
WD/HH persons who find out they have the trait and have not had hospital
attempted homicides on their lives like I have; are probably safe to consult and
visit the limited WD treatment centers in existence. As a result of the horrors I
have personally survived, I now look at hospitals as modern death camps and so
hope to never be inside another one again as long as I live. Even though I know
not all doctors and nurses are mass murderers; I have met so many that are so
incompetent that their ignorance is truly life threatening. In addition, until the
death squads across America are publicly arrested and brought to justice there
are now so many mass murderers on the loose in hospitals; that based on current
statistics, being in a hospital is truly one of the most dangerous places to be in
this country (and in other nations around the world). I mean no offense to decent
competent doctors and nurses who perform their jobs and treat every patient as
if it were they or one of their own dear loved ones; but sadly, I am only pointing
out statistically cold hard facts as they exist at present. Hospitals worldwide are
one of the most dangerous places for any citizen to be in! Never leave your
loved ones unattended; especially if they are unconscious and defenseless with
complete strangers in a hospital! And NEVER, ever turn a loved one over to be
confined in a typical mental institution anywhere! (It would be kinder to betray
them to a prison and in some cases to their deaths!) Secular, atheistic head
shrinks (psychologists and psychiatrists) are one of the most inherently evil and
anti-christian professions ever to manifest on earth! (Just study their historic role
in the tortures committed by them in Nazi Germany and in this country and all
over the world) ANYONE, who thinks giving their patients the “treatments” that
have been utilized by these so called professionals (electro-shock, lobotomies,
sensory deprivation, chemical lobotomizers and euthanization drugs, that cause
permanent organ and brain damage and of course early deaths, are commonly
used to this very day by them all). Head shrinks are the ones who are truly
“mentally ill” and deserve to be locked up in their expressed malpractice and
insanity! Every single term they use to describe their victims (patients) is highly
derogatory, slanderous, libelous, so even in their diagnoses they attack their
victims/patients with psychological torture and degradation and yet call

themselves doctors! Their entire profession is based upon OPINIONS of a few
individuals and is NOT scientific, and in no way are it’s religious adherents
fulfilling the Hippocratic oath! Quite the contrary! One of the cruelest things
anyone can do is turn a loved one over to such persons! Their profession is
responsible for devising some of the worst tortures mankind has ever known!
Stay FAR away from the pill pushing head shrinks AKA psycho-quacks! God
states plainly they will burn in the Lake of Fire if they do not repent of the evil
they are doing to their victims/patients! (Book of Revelation) Without
committing ANY crimes whatsoever, (in clear violation of the US Constitution
and Humanitarian Rights) these wicked persons can keep and torture an
innocent person indefinitely by placing them on “administrative hold” (and
without any public trial) if they simply disbelieve facts the victim/patient tells
them or if their victim/patient expresses anything contrary to their world view
like the scientifically proven existence of God, demons, angels, ghosts, spirits,
or any number of paranormal or supernatural events that happen all the time but
these ignoramuses are oblivious to and so punish their victims/patients in their
determined psychological torturous ways to mold said victims/patients to their
own world view (even if it results in the permanent injury or death of their so
called patient). People that have no visitors are the ones especially susceptible to
torture, abuse and death, relatives who visit to see their betrayed, confined
person they claimed to care about drooling on themselves should know that it is
the drugs that are causing that person to suffer; not their mental state! When
their relative appears “calm” it is that they have been so severely tortured they
will try ANYTHING to get released! NEVER turn someone you know over to a
psycho-quack in a psych ward! (except if that is also a psycho-quack you wish
to give a taste of their own “treatments”) It is truly crueler than if you betrayed
that person to prison! NO ONE should be forced to take chemical toxins that
cause PERMANENT BRAIN AND ORGAN DAMAGE against their will; but
that occurs every day in mental wards across the nation; the victims you see
muttering to themselves and drooling on themselves homeless in the streets
didn’t go into the mental ward(s) that way; it is the way they came out! A
loved one you see in such a ward staring blankly into space (catatonically) is not
that way because they are “mentally ill” they are that way because the chemical
toxic medications they are given are turning them into a vegetable! MANY
lawsuits exist trying to alert the public as to how dangerous these drugs are; but
sadly too many remain ignorant of these facts! EVERY pharmaceutical
medication has HARMFUL side effects (some FDA approved are KNOWN to
cause DEATH)! MANY of which are NOT intrinsic in the processing but
ADDED toxins! (intentional harm is being done to the public; proving further
my point about what eugenic fascists consider “population management”) I have
emphasized this point in my arguments because sadly many kind and innocent
WD sufferers end up in the hands of these people who are so incompetent, so

ignorant or so evil they are not only FREEDOM but LIFE threatening in their
“treatments” and practices! In my personal experience, it is kinder to beat and
whip your relative, friend, acquaintance, or any citizen than to hand them over to
these persons and I am NOT exaggerating to make my point! They literally
kidnap and hold a person INDEFINITELY (even all but the very worst
convicted felons get release dates) and FORCE toxins INTO THEIR BODIES,
AGAINST THEIR WILL, THAT CAUSE MORE DAMAGE BY FAR THAN
MOST PHYSICAL ASSAULTS AND TEMPORARY TRAUMAS! These
psycho-quacks have more power than judges, police, or anyone else to deprive a
citizen of their freedom, their health, even their very life without any public trial,
without any crime ever having been committed! THIS MUST STOP IN
AMERICA AND THROUGHOUT THE WORLD!!!!!!!!!!!! IT MUST
BECOME ILLEGAL TO CONFINE ANY CITIZEN WITHOUT A PUBLIC
TRIAL BY JURY PERIOD! AND DEFINITELY ILLEGAL TO FORCE ANY
SUBSTANCE INTO ANY PERSON AGAINST THEIR WILL!!!!!!!!!!!! These
people are more evil than batterers or muggers! They don’t just abuse their
victims once, but OVER AND OVER again, daily, with indefinite psychological
and physical torture, as they not only abuse their victims by even their verbal
assaults on their person with derogatory terms, and in the very notion of
indefinite confinement in a sensory deprived environment (which has been
scientifically proven as torture; just incarceration is punishment, let alone
conditions in mental wards and institutions across the nation (I’m not referring
to elderly care facilities for citizens with good insurance or high end care
facilities for the truly mentally ill; but rather I am talking about state institutions,
federal institutions, some hospital conditions and temporary holding units)), but
by literally holding down, and injecting or force feeding substances into their
victims KNOWN to cause PERMANENT BRAIN and ORGAN DAMAGE and
even DEATH! All while PRETENDING to be doctors! The Nazis would be
proud of these “Herr Doktors” now operating freely and prolifically in the
United States of America and other countries around the world! If you disagree
with me, then I want to place you in indefinite confinement, tell you every day
there is something so wrong with you, you don’t deserve to ever breathe free air
until I say so, diagnose you with fictional, derogatory terms, affect your
permanent medical file, discredit anything you say about anything thereby,
separate you indefinitely from your pets, your family, your friends, and the
entire known free universe in a concrete cell and metal bed or none at all, force
you to exist under cameras at all times with no privacy whatsoever, dictate how
you spend every moment of every day, determine what you eat and drink, force
you to take substances; (if you try to refuse and fight back my huge goons will
physically assault you, and I will place you in a room without adequate
nutrition, ventilation, bedding and force you to urinate and defecate all over
yourself until you become complacent enough for my goons to hold you down

inject you with poison or force you to drink it) that can cause you to
permanently drool on yourself or pucker, or smack your lips or cause facial
contortions, body twitches and spasms that if you ever get released will cause
everyone you meet to run away from you, cause you to suffer so much brain
damage you will no longer be able to talk properly, walk properly or function
properly, cause you to even forget anything you ever cared about, and MAYBE
(if you don’t die from the drugs or commit suicide because of the torture) after
you agree with everything I, your god, now dictates you should believe in and
not believe in, I will deem you safe to be released out into the world that has
changed from everything you ever perceived it to be due to your confinement
and now permanently altered state of dysfunction to be laughed at or swept up in
the transient arrests, to suffer the rest of your days, being thought of as a mental
retard or crazy to be disdained and discarded like so many other tortured souls
who fell victim to my “treatments” (That is the current practice of psychologists
and psychiatrists and their assistants in many state and even private sector
mental wards across the nation) – YES! it is! Don’t argue with things you know
nothing about and have never experienced firsthand! Even heinous felony
offenders are treated better than someone who having broken no laws
whatsoever falls prey to these wicked, sadistic and insane persons! It is
advisable to defend yourself as best you can even despite the odds if you are
sentenced to this kind of torture; prison life is truly; actually preferable!
xvi. Candied ginger works against the motion sickness many WD and HH persons
have had to deal with their entire lives but especially as they aged.
xvii. Green Teas, Chais and other fruit and vegetable juices can have cinnamon
mixed in to help regulate blood sugar levels; for many WD persons manifest
high blood pressure, high cholesterol and onset diabetic conditions as the
pancreas also can be affected since so many capillaries get clogged and become
toxic so that organ begins to fail. In addition since the blood is compromised
with WD what insulin levels are naturally provided do not necessarily make it to
all the cells of the body in appropriate amounts; this is why an hour of
swimming or other cardiovascular exercise is imperative daily with WD
persons. (The increased blood flow helps not only to detoxify the body and the
congested organs and remove excess wastes but also provides necessary oxygen
and nutrients to the cells that are suffering because of clogged capillaries and
Rouleax formation red blood cells.
xviii. Please tell everyone you can during your life about WD until the whole world
knows how to recognize the trait easily and hopefully then lifelong wellness for
all will be implemented as well
C. There is illegal organ harvesting going on in the United States and other countries and yet
governments are not prosecuting the mass murdering doctors and nurses worldwide.
a. Each murdered victim generates well over a million dollars in gross revenue in the
United States in harvesting and transplanting their organs

b. People fighting for their life have greedy sales representatives give them a guilt pitch on
their death beds as to why they should “donate” their organs. The “doctors” stand over
(or watch through monitors) the victim’s/patient’s bed with scalpels ready like vultures
ready to pounce at the moment of death (survivor testimonies have shown that even
persons in comas were aware of what was going on all around them; so imagine being
an unconscious or comatose victim watching and listening to these “doctors” planning
to part you out when you are fighting for your very life)! The greedy pitch specialists,
the hospitals, the “doctors” all make LARGE cash; but the patient/victim only gets
butchered! (none of his or her surviving friends or family get any compensation
whatsoever because that just wouldn’t be ethical; WHAT A MOUNTAINOUS PILE
OF HYPOCRITICAL, GREEDY CRAP)!
c. More than a million Americans die every year in HOSPITAL CAUSED DEATHS!
(Iatrogenic deaths); (doctors with a conscience have been trying to alert the public via
alternative media that this has been going on since the late 80’s at least)
d. Since organs are only viable for a limited time, these death squads in hospitals strike
patients that don’t have family ties to protect them, or are in critical condition with
relatively healthy organs from an accident (they can murder anyone and lie about the
cause of death, but anyone who has had their organs harvested should be autopsied by
persons who cannot be bribed or threatened to lie about the real cause of death) It is so
easy for these death squads to finish off someone critically injured because they
habitually force all relatives out of operating rooms so there are no witnesses! Then
after murdering your loved one; have the audacity to give you the sales/guilt pitch of
“saving lives” by letting them harvest your dead relatives’ organs!
e. Anyone who “accidentally” dies or prematurely dies in a hospital should have all
attendees investigated for first degree homicide automatically and it should be
prohibited by law to harvest organs from such “accidental” deaths
f. Until these practices are halted by surveillance cameras to offsite servers to attorneys of
all patients hospitalized or relatives or designated representatives, all hospitalized
deaths should be investigated by medical experts working with homicide investigators
in all locations
D. The United States government and other governments are practicing “population management”
tactics against innocent and unsuspecting citizens in the following ways (besides the
euthanization of innocent citizens in hospitals and mental wards):
a. Birth control –
i. Contraception is strongly promoted in all public schools
ii. Homosexuality is being promoted in public education and media
iii. Eugenic sterility practices are still implemented whenever possible upon the
mentally ill or other citizens disguised under C sections, hysterectomies, or other
procedures that reduce fertility
iv. Birth control drugs are highly promoted and government subsidies support
abortion mills like “Planned Parenthood”

v. Having babies is extremely expensive not because it costs so much hospitalized
supervision and skill; but because eugenics and population management
procedures make it such so as to encourage only wealthy (thereby; according to
their thinking, “superior”) persons to have babies
vi. Abortion mills are placed in the poorest neighborhoods predominantly to make
it easy for the “undesirables” and “expendables” (poor citizens) to murder their
own babies (Margaret Sanger, openly self-expressed eugenicist; founder of the
now “Planned Parenthood” (more appropriately planned slaughter-hood) would
be proud to see the nation drenched in innocent blood that the USA has become
thanks to these eugenic fascists)
vii. Many Medications and conventional treatments, over-treating prostate cancer
(not surprisingly on the rise) causes impotence among other complications, are
all forms of causing sexual dysfunction and sterility
b. Brain washing –
i. Children are taught over and over again in our public education system about the
religion of “theory of evolution”(FACT: there is not one shred of scientific
evidence to date to support this self-renounced theory by Darwin; if you think
so; then you have been successfully brainwashed) despite all scientific evidence
to the contrary (the sciences finally have discovered enough about the universe
in which we exist to overwhelmingly support the fact of creation) because
children successfully brainwashed are easier to manipulate by the government
during other brainwashing procedures through the propaganda (that if anyone
has noticed is engendering a police state of growing oppression and tyranny) and
military (if you have the means “The American Heritage” DVD Series from
Wallbuilders.com is must viewing to see how far we have departed from our
Heritage and public education intent; all by satanists, eugenic fascists
influencing the nation through subterfuge
ii. MK-Ultra and Orion programs used in our government agencies have not only
overt brainwashing procedures implemented but satanic origins and links
iii. Recruiters target high school seniors and very young adults because the
government knows brains are still maturing on average until early to mid
twenties and so are still highly susceptible to military brain washing – hence
population is controlled by instigating wars by governments to make profits in
the military industrial complex and kill off innocent citizens in the instigated
battles. During such wars not just conventional weapons but radiation (depleted
uranium warheads), chemicals, bio-toxins are utilized in abundance directly on
targeted populations on purpose to cause long term casualties and reduced birth
rates (beyondtreason.com) prior to that bomblets were dropped on unarmed
citizens, diseases introduced, chemical toxins (like napalm and agent orange,
etc.) on undesirable populations and 50-100 million land mines still are
embedded in these regions still causing permanent injuries and deaths (as
intended)

iv. Children even in grade school are discouraged from having children by being
shown the geometric progression of the global population growth and the
negative effects on the ecology of the worldv. sexual education in our public schools now encourages not only contraception of
every imaginable method, but abortion and the homosexual lifestyles overtly all
as a means to brainwash the populace away from God’s commandments and to
try and reduce birthrates (live presentations by homosexuals and abortionists
have such representatives promoting their agendas directly to innocent children
with malleable young minds)
vi. The government inserts spies into “women’s rights” protests to incite the already
successfully brainwashed masses to fighting for their eugenic views and
practices; such overt leaders of organizations of population management like
“Planned Parenthood” work hand in hand with elected officials and receive
regular government subsidies to further the cause of policies of death upon the
poor, ignorant and successfully brainwashed masses
vii. Some Hollywood producers work hand in hand with such as give generously to
make such movies and series of cop shows that glorify the increasing police
state devoid of proper civil liberties, freedoms, rights this country was founded
on
viii. All major media is controlled by wealthy entities and individuals with direct
political ties and agendas; as well as advertising in America; such that
newsworthy stories such as all I am mentioning do not get covered and reported
until there is such overwhelming evidence, they have no choice but to cover it or
to appear plainly to the public as the criminal oppressors and mass murderers
and treasonous officials that 911 showed most all of them to be in their overt lies
against clear evidence of US government involvement in the tragedy. There are
only 6 such entities controlling over 98% of all televised and radio broadcasts as
well as all newspapers in the United States at this time and even local reporters
are told what stories they can cover despite numerous tips from citizens such as
myself that heinous offenses are going unchecked in our country now; especially
by those we give the most public trust to. I therefore, implore reporters to form
independent coalitions, get your own stations, and radio broadcast frequencies
(if the government fails to grant such requests then inform the public that we
now have overt tyranny and government control of all major media and the
fourth estate no longer exists; nor the 1st Amendment protected for us all- in
other words it is sufficient grounds for another American revolution as the
founders of this country would not stand for such and neither should we!) and
report with a clear conscience all that you already know has been covered up
and controlled by the organized criminals within our government and their ties
to controlled media which has resulted in a brainwashed populace that without
doing any research automatically concludes all such persons such as myself are
conspiracy theorists rather than dedicated patriots fighting for the lives and

rights of all Americans that we are and doing our duties as all freeborn citizens
should!
c. Inciting wars – beyondtreason.com
i. Inciting wars is accomplished regularly by the same population brainwashing
measures above; specifically by implanting spies in the crowds that incite
political movements, riots, revolutions, etc. many of the popularized “terrorist”
(prior and since 911WTC) attacks where actually staged by government spies to
further increase controls on the masses and loss of our civil liberties and
humanitarian rights, false flag operations and propagandized lies are used
regularly upon the public masses by national governments and unfortunately in
much of our own and world history
ii. Inciting wars typically involves public cover stories, such as fighting the Taliban
and drug lords in Afghanistan, “War on Terrorism”; when the real reasons are
for the oil pipeline(s), profits, military strategic control, population management
(men at war are not having babies) or the false flag 911 operation to invade
IRAQ for the oil reserves and same reasons, under the political cover of
removing Saddam Hussein and the non-existent WMDs; this has been done
repeatedly for virtually all wars since and even prior to WWII- there is always
the façade appearance to the propagandized, brainwashed masses, who sacrifice
their poor sons and daughters for the rich, greedy, eugenic fascists who are
systematically enslaving the world in their insatiable lusts
iii. When America assimilated Nazis into our government through project paperclip
and other methods they became particularly adept at maintaining a public façade
of such a righteous public appearance when their true motives for war have been
anything but and Israelites should be in no doubt as to where the missing
plundered money went to; when America emerged victorious, and the likes of
Prescott Bush who participated in funding the Nazis, then the Bush family used
the blood soaked bills to politically manipulate their eugenic fascist family
members in this country (“bonesmen”, masons (not all persons in these
organizations are satanic; nor all persons in government; but at the highest levels
and throughout those who practice satanism exist now within) and other “secret”
clubs are pledged to silence over their satanic, occult links; but these people
have become overt in their “covert” practices and beliefs – it is time for the
brainwashed masses to lift the veil and open their eyes to see the satanism being
practiced in the United States Government and the organizations that fund
nations and control prices globally such as the Bildeburger group and other such
Moloch worshipping idiots who think they will not burn in hell for the evil they
have perpetrated on mass millions and their insatiable greed and lusts to rule the
world- yes, it is time for people to stop telling those of us who know better that
we don’t know what we’re talking about when they have done very little to NO
research into these most serious topics that are not only freedom; but LIFE
threatening!)

iv. By implanting spies into Al Qaeda and training and funding operations like 911
the American government can declare war preemptively on any nation they
televise through the controlled propaganda to the brainwashed masses by
declaring that nation is harboring “terrorists”; all citizens should learn from
history the worst “terrorists” that have ever existed are national governments
v. Make no mistake; I am not dishonoring the persons who fought for the public
façade and propagandized virtues for they are free from the innocent blood in
that they fought in their heart and soul for the causes they were led to believe in;
I am only pointing out how a few wicked and greedy souls so easily manipulate
the masses; especially the poor and needy to shed their honorable blood for their
dishonorable gains
vi. The United States Government takes advantage of the fact that within our
borders are genuine sons and daughters of the Most High God that are
historically and currently responsible for most all the charitable altruistic
outreach agencies in existence and so our good reputation of Christian
generosity serves to cover for the insidious snakes that have usurped power in
this country and others by controlling natural resources, public education, media
and the monetary systems of nations; specifically in this nation satanists targeted
judges seats and political offices to effect the tragic changes and regularly
institute law suits that are rigged through corrupt judges to change the course of
the nation. Those that aren’t overt satanists, covertly accept bribes to implement
their plans, like continuing to teach the scientifically disproven theory of
evolution to innocent little children rather than returning to our Christian
Heritage; for our public education system was founded with the specific primary
purpose of teaching all citizens what the Holy Bible stated so we could never
again be deceived and taken over by tyrannical oppression as has happened
since this strategic implementation by satanists to remove the Holy Bible and
prayer out of our public schools and instead brainwash innocent children with
pure fiction. If people think that all these measures to destroy our Christian
Heritage and brainwash the public; happened arbitrarily; then they are woefully
naïve of the schemes of these wicked souls.
d. Pharmaceutical Drugs
i. Psychosomatics (key words Timothy Leary, LSD origins, truth serum origins,
etc.) funded by the US government in conjunction with Pharmaceutical giants to
develop truth serums and drugs specifically targeted for mind control have been
getting more and more toxic. Medications that now carry LETHAL side effects
are being approved by the FDA used to treat persons diagnosed with the
fictional terms the religious psycho-quacks have created. (“Mind Control” is
actively being pursued by the United States government; it has links in many
fields; but recently the most alarming endeavor is sponsoring nano-tech
neurological implants being developed by MIT students and graduates)

ii. Illegal and legal drugs are an epidemic and endemic problem globally fulfilling
the prophecy in the Holy Bible (God’s Word) – “…for by your pharmaceutical
medications (drugs) were all nations deceived.” (Revelation 18:23 – the word
translated as “sorceries” in the KJV was Phamaekia in the Original Greek
Septuagint, alchemists and druggist in the King James era were thought of as
sorcerers so the meaning was not lost; perhaps if it had not been translated thus
in modern texts; not as many people would be addicted to legal and illegal
substances today; but it has happened just as God said it would. The places in
Revelation referring to “sorcerers” are direct references to the pharmaceutical
manufacturers, distributors, and by Divine Revelation the drugs that affect the
mind (designed for pleasure, “high”, or altered perceptions of reality and not to
treat ailments) are the worst in the kingdom of hell and the psycho-quacks have
direct links with this evil. Such individuals were called “sorcerers” in the KJV
era, and hence such are condemned to the lake of fire (Rev 21:8; 22:15).
Blastthetrumpet.org has links to the divine revelation about drugs and the
kingdom of hell manifest on earth for those interested.
iii. A “soma” a day- FDA government approved substances are being advertised
especially for “depression” now because a society drugged to a complacent
stupor is another means of “population management” these substances remain
on the market after causing hundreds of thousands of deaths and permanent
injuries. All of the drugs treating these newly concocted ailments like “bipolar”
are some of the most toxic medications ever created! (seroquel (queitine) has
hundreds of thousands of deaths so far and counting! (Amazing isn’t it; how
Christ praised persons of extremes (HOT or COLD – Rev 3:15,16) but the antichristian psycho-quacks have called such persons as are emotionally passionate
“bipolar” and seek to make you lukewarm like themselves by chemical
lobotomizers that have caused numerous DEATHS or permanent injuries)!
iv. Additives and preservatives like aspartame in combinations with sulfates and
sulfites like the commonly mixed diet sodas and pepperoni pizzas have been
known now for many years to cause brain and other forms of cancers, but
remain on the market as the multi-billion dollar pharmaceutical and processed
food industries “lobby” (bribe) corrupt politicians to see things their way and the
nominal lawsuits are merely considered an acceptable cost of doing business
these days. Whole armies of attorneys defend the multi-billion dollar giants
while a handful defend the masses being poisoned to death and relatively
speaking their lives amount to pennies on the dollar. Only thing is they are not
just gassing people mercifully like the Nazis did, these victims die slowly and in
agonizing pain all so a few rich greedy eugenic fascists can accomplish their
goal of increasing the death rate while decreasing the birth rate in a way of
plausible deniability to the successfully brainwashed masses that just can’t add it
all up to make sense of why so many are so ill these days.
e. Penal colonies-

i. Prisons across America have become modern legalized slavery as convicts are
put to work not only making license plates, national parks benches, inmate
clothing, but even printing many government publications (which is huge
volumes of paperwork). These industries monopolize labor that was once
handled in the private sector. The private sector cannot compete with the slave
wages convicts are paid which is usually $.10-1.00/hr depending on which state
and institution and what work is being done. Correctional Industries (legalized
slavery) are now multi-billion dollar enterprises.
ii. Citizens are fleeced by corrupt politicians and wardens that tell the populace due
to prison overcrowding, taxes will have to be raised yet again to build even more
of these penal colonies (America has the largest prison population in history
now) that dramatically affect the number of jobs in the private sector as more
and more slaves go to work for the corporations within and working with
departments of corrections across the nation. Funds are then used to purchase
excessive materials that are misdirected to private structures for corrupt
politicians, wardens and even deputy wardens in various states. Convicts are
used to build the new prisons while invoices reflect that the private sectors were
employed so that funds can be easily embezzled by the same corrupt individuals.
The media is kept out of mental wards, prisons, hospitals, and all the dark places
I have mentioned including prisons because of all the mass abuses and extreme
corruption in all these places. I’m not saying ALL just many officials these days
are embezzling funds like the missing billions that were supposed to rebuild
IRAQ. I have contacted all branches of our government and it appears to me,
that NO ONE accepts responsibility and jurisdiction to investigate ANY of the
things I have witnessed in my short lifetime. Hence it is no wonder we have an
epidemic of corruption in all these places now, because there is no
accountability. In the news we hear of citizens scamming Medicare and
Medicaid, but the real fraud and where the real money is going is to corrupt
federal, state and local government workers within the system. When they
switched to EBT (electronic bank transfer) for food stamps and other social
service benefits, corrupt employees immediately set about ways to scam that
system, taking food off the disabled, and elderly citizens plates, literally, in their
unbelievable greed. I have contacted all authorities within this system to the
highest levels and to this date cannot get the actual code(s) or law(s) that tell
how benefits are determined. I would be interested to know if anyone can.
Everyone I ask; especially at the higher levels of responsibility are evasive to
say the least. Any investigator would have red flags raised! Under the equal
protection act and the US Constitution, we are supposed to all be treated equally;
especially when it comes to the social insurance system we all paid into as
citizens; but there is no way to determine that when we cannot even view the
method for which benefits are determined. I know several persons now receiving
social security of one form or another and their benefits have been fluctuating up

or down without any explanation incongruously; proving something is wrong
within the system; but no one I have contacted up to the highest levels will
investigate. (Where there is NO accountability, there is crime).
iii. If prisons were really about rehabilitation, then judges wouldn’t hand out years
like they were days, weeks or months; because it is a proven fact that those
confined for an extended period quickly become “institutionalized”. The
recidivism rate for convicts is above 80% nationwide with the least amount of
convicts returning that became Christians while incarcerated. If the government
was not actively enslaving the populace; especially the poor; then there would
be QUALITY education for all; and drug treatment facilities instead of prisons;
halfway houses and months of reintegration training into society for convicts
instead of turning them loose with the clothes on their back, a bus ticket and a
few bucks barely enough to feed them for a few days. Recidivism is high
because the eugenic fascists within our government are practicing “population
management” in all these ways and more. Face it! All the above is EASILY
observable about our society and other nations around the world; so a reasonable
person must either conclude we are run by incompetent, apathetic, idiots to
allow this much crime to go on unchecked; OR the truth; which is, all this is
happening BY DESIGN AND INTENT! The full truth is that it is a combination
of both (politicians regularly accepting bribes do not really get down in the
trenches to see that when they passed laws favoring their rich bribers, the rest of
the population SUFFERS; like the new health care bill that was one of the most
invasive and oppressive laws our nation ever passed; just to be born in America
you now MUST PAY and MUST disclose your earnings (prior to this since the
16th amendment was never ratified government had no right to know what you
make or what your net worth was (and they still don’t since this new law is
unconstitutional; instituted during a time of unprecedented political corruption
within the United States)) someone! We all must now pay either the greedy,
corrupt insurance companies OR be fined by the greedy, corrupt and oppressive
government!); because there are simply not enough honorable authorities to deal
with such widespread corruption from the highest levels on down throughout
our nation now. Scamming and fraud has become a so called legitimate part of
business as doctors and hospitals (and other industries) freely admit they
overbill insurance companies because the insurance companies only pay a
portion; and they overbill the honest hardworking citizens because so many
others don’t pay their medical bills. So doctors and hospitals freely admit having
to resort to fraudulent billing practices in order to make the high dollars they
think they are worth. Insurance companies regularly break their agreements with
the insured; especially when the insured becomes chronically ill; because most
citizens are too ill then and funds too limited to fight the insurance giants; so
citizens suffer and die horribly because the greed of many doctors and hospitals
is so high they cannot afford to pay them; and because the insurance companies

deny claims; knowing the victims will soon be dead or too poor to pay their
premiums due to their chronic ailments and unable to fight them anyway. This
has all happened because people have become so greedy and so corrupt that
money means more than life now. Citizens work their whole lives thinking when
they retire Medicare and Medicaid will cover them; only to find it extremely
difficult to find any doctors that take these poor citizens as new patients. If they
find such, they usually are too weak to fight for benefits that are regularly
denied by Medicare and Medicaid just like the private insurance companies.
Hence they get substandard or in many cases no coverage and are denied
QUALITY medical care that the wealthy citizen gets. The hardworking slave
finds at the end of their days they paid into a system that values their life of so
little worth they are often left to die in agony, and the only “treatments” they can
readily get are DRUGS with harmful side effects PROVEN to SHORTEN their
lifespan! (Again proving my point that eugenic fascism is in full practice openly
upon the masses and that, once again; as always, God’s word is true. “..the love
of money is the root of all evil.” 1Timothy 6:10)
f. Control the Money; you control the people; you control nations; you control the world!
i. Population management is controlled by these individuals at the highest levels
that own the mints of each country. They have the ability to run as much paper
(money) as they want on any given day. Money is not based on anything of real
value; it is merely a means of trade. When products or services of any person,
entity or nation is in demand, then trade increases (the economy flourishes) and
conversely if a person, entity, or nation is not providing products or services in
demand by others, then trade decreases (causing depressions, recessions). So
when these individuals want the population to increase, they lower taxes, print
money and create comfortable quality of life so citizens feel they can “afford” to
have babies. Likewise when they want the population to decrease, they create
economic hardship easily just as what has occurred in present day America by
raising taxes driving industry to other nations; refusing to print money; thereby
lowering wages; tightening all “lending”, thereby lowering values of real
property, products, goods and services, they raise all commodities they control
such as oil which raises the cost of living so people starve and are driven out of
their homes, national economies are controlled by the wealthy elite at the
highest levels and they intentionally lower quality of life, so people die off of
stress related illnesses, suicide, and deem they cannot “afford” to have babies. If
you actually think that economies worldwide are NOT controlled (especially in
the USA) then you are living under a strong delusion that the best and brightest
individuals that go to the best universities because they are wealthy enough to
do so; emerge from those schools completely incompetent and should not be in
leadership positions ever. FACE THE TRUTH! Either we are run by
incompetent persons who are so ignorant, they cannot learn from all history how
to lead effectively OR (which is the hard truth) we are run ultimately by persons

who consider themselves so superior to the rest of humanity that they determine
quality of life for us all and even who lives or dies and is increasing in open
practice because they are in fact eugenic fascists!
ii. I have met many elderly and disabled persons weeping over conditions, unable
to get quality medical care (even with Medicare and Medicaid), unable to afford
proper diet (even with Social Security and Food Stamps), unable to fend for
themselves and when I ask them why don’t they voice their complaint, they are
TERRIFIED of having what little assistance they do receive taken from them
and that they are left to starve to death penniless and homeless! This is the worst
kind of population control when citizens are terrified of their own governing
authorities and have no redress of grievances.
iii. I have placed jobs enough to employ the whole world productively in this 21st
century on the website blastthetrumpet.org, just follow the links and read. I do
not state that to boast; just to point out if a citizen who could not afford to go to
the best universities can come up with easy solutions to our crises; then do you
REALLY believe conditions in the United States and worldwide are just pure
happenstance? When you cannot find a job that pays a living wage; it is by
INTENT! When you cannot gain access to courts, it is by INTENT! When you
cannot get competent medical care, it is by INTENT! When you cannot afford to
purchase adequate nutrition, it is by INTENT! And until there are enough of you
that get angry enough to demand the people responsible be brought to justice
(because truly the blood of innocent millions are on their hands); it will only get
worse! They will throw the dogs (for so they think of the citizenry) a bone or
two if they sense an outright revolution is at hand to quell the masses, but for
every step backward they are forced to take from complete enslavement of the
masses to the point where they control who has food and water and who doesn’t,
they will continue plans for global domination in all the ways mentioned above
and discussed in detail on blastthetrumpet.org until such greedy maniacs are
deposed of and citizens demand regular accountability from all governing
authorities to prevent such wicked and insane persons from ever again coming
into power!
iv. Job creation is such a simple matter, that does not even involve increasing
directly national governments; just opening up bids to the private sector for
national projects (like FDR did; when enough citizens were dead or dying
during the last intentionally caused great depression). It only requires vision, and
enough hungry souls willing to work an honest day for an honest wage. 21st
century jobs need to address the PERCEIVED lack of supply (which ultimately
is food and potable water for the masses) Hence the largest concentration of jobs
needs to focus around renovating water treatment, aqueducts, desalination and
precipitation units, oceanic farming of not only fish species but oceanic
vegetation, a change in diet from so much land vegetation and animals in our
diets to kelps which grow phenomenally fast and other such products of the

oceans. Besides raising fish that we eat, keystone varieties must be identified
and aided by farming and legislative protection globally due to all the
environmental degradations and irresponsible harvesting that has occurred
threatening extinction of whole food chains (and ultimately mankind if it
continues). Terraforming of deserts ( I explain on blastthetrumpet.org how
combination solar units and water precipitators can turn those African equatorial
regions into the largest energy suppliers in the near future and have rivers in the
deserts!) and tundra regions should also be a high priority, instead of
deforestation, the pharmaceutical industry needs to champion preservation of the
vast wealth of medicinal products being cleared and burned especially in the rain
forests of South America; when people see they can make more money there
caring for their forests and harvesting the great and vast abundance of
medicinals, then they will stop clear cutting. I won’t reiterate here all that needs
to be done, like the creation of artificial rivers to bring back Salmon populations
and a switch to solar generators for electricity worldwide, instead of damning up
rivers; affecting adversely such species of fish that we need for our diets; for as I
have stated I have a lengthy list of jobs that need filling for the 21st century and
beyond on blastthetrumpet.org.
E. Active satanism is being practiced in our government in the following ways that I have become
aware of and there is existing evidence proving the following:
a. Homosexuality, pedophilia, child sacrifice, brainwashing and torture
b. Michael Quinonos- military ties and clearly documented satanic ties, child abuse and
death rituals
c. Social service kidnapping and abuse of kidnapped children from innocent parents too
poor to challenge the system now in place
d. Read “The Franklin Scandal” by Nick Bryant 978-0-9777953-5-2 TrineDay 1-800-5562012
e. Orion group- practiced satanism and some of our governing authorities’ family
members with firsthand knowledge have blown the whistle trying to alert the public of
the great evil and danger that is brewing through these covert satanic practices that link
the eugenic fascists and their “population management” programs by placing satanists
in hospitals that target Christians “He Came to Set the Captives Free” by Rebecca
Brown, M.D., healthy individuals for their organs, children of Christians that
“accidentally” die in “inoculations” and other methods; it is wise to have DNA tests run
(infant swapping has occurred in history and in other nations and it is not a complete
impossibility in the US) if you had “complications” or some kind of unexpected tragedy
(even on a “still birth” infant) with your pregnancy, and sonograms, MRIs or CTscans,
if you were unable to have children after a C section to find out if you were sterilized
without your permission), destruction/alteration of birth (especially through the
department of social services regarding foster and adopted children) and death records
as satanists infiltrate social services, abuse of foster children by the same; unwanted
babies can end up severely abused or even find themselves in children sex industries not

just in this country but worldwide, it is my view that a poor and truly loving, caring
parent is always preferable to a wealthy stranger to raise your child! (Make sure you
know the adoptive parents’ quality of character; if you feel you just cannot raise your
baby)! Sadly babies are being sold not just in foreign nations where some of the
children have their hands and feet cut off to make them into professional beggars; but
now human slave trade is even occurring in the United States! I appeal not only to
Almighty God to right the wrongs; but it is imperative for all true men and women of
God to participate in reality now to change it for the better! This is NOT the time to
give up! This is NOT the time to think of floating out of here in some kind of “pretribulation rapture”! This IS the time to PARTICIPATE! To Pray! To take back the lost
ground! Men and women of God, enter judges seats! Enter politics! Enter education!
(mothers and fathers attend public schools; monitor and expose what is being taught in
history and sex-ed classes especially as well as “science” in the field of origins!) Enter
all fields of public trust and authority; law enforcement on all levels! For if those who
are filled with the Holy Ghost won’t take these important positions; then we know that
individuals who have the spirit of anti-christ are there! Hospital Administrators; doctors
and nurses it is time to come forward and expose the mass murderers! Those who were
tortured in the MK-Ultra and other satanic programs of our government; it is time to
SPEAK OUT! GO PUBLIC! Let’s stop these criminals of the worst kind before they
start WWIII or kill off millions more innocent persons! Christians become members on
the state medical review boards and push for camera surveillance and professional
accountability in all hospitals! (especially for anesthetized procedures)! The time has
come for the militant church of Jesus Christ to rise up in our Lord JESUS Christ’s
Supernatural Power and Authority and Fight Back! (Rev 12:7-11, Eph 6, 2Cor 10:4,5,
Mk 16:15-18)
f. MK-Ultra-satanic brainwashing and abuse of children assimilated early on for training
as “agents/operatives” in the CIA and other organizations; many of these children are
sexually abused and some end up as “breeders” for the eugenic fascists (tens of millions
of persons are “missing” globally and human sex slave trade is well documented not
only in other countries but this nation as well! It is only the unorganized victims that are
reported in the news; because these organizations work within existing governments
and law enforcement agencies (sex offenders working with other sex offenders in
government, police, military powers are responsible for the atrocities like are occurring
in Juarez, Congo and other regions)
g. Project paperclip and other methods assimilated Nazis into the Pentagon, CIA and other
covert and overt places of the US government (Nazis, known for their occult/satanic
links and practices) and is how the rise of the anti-christ spirit which led to the evil of
WWII and the death camps; is well publicized in history
h. Worship of human sacrificing devil moloch caught on video tape in the bohemian grove
where also politicians and other so called prominent figures had male prostitutes to
service them in these wicked orgies (infowars.net) for the footage. Time for the male

prostitutes to speak out about these practices of certain politicians, and other power
moguls in this country.
i. satanic assassins are trained to target “enemies of state” that are being labeled as
“terrorists” and they use government technology to put such persons as are exposing
these practices under surveillance, they destroy these persons and their reputations, in
the following ways:
i. Christian church leaders are being targeted as government paid satanists
infiltrate churches to seduce pastors, their wives, and destroy powerful
ministries
ii. satanic investigations are funded by the government to sue and attack ministries
(especially ones exposing the growing corruption and favor ones that ignorantly
(or otherwise) support the increasing tyranny and oppression) to try and
bankrupt the same
iii. enemies of state are tracked to their favorite places to eat, agents under false
identities get employed and poison their food and beverages if they are unable to
seduce one or the other spouse to destroy the ministry, infiltrate and cause death
that appears to be of “natural causes” (that the coroners are coerced into stating
publicly if any investigation occurs)
iv. dissidents “disappear”, are psychologically and physically tortured to recant
publicly of their exposure of war crimes and other atrocities, isolated from
others and made to feel no one cares about them, if they refuse are either framed
for crimes they didn’t commit to neutralize the threat or are assassinated and
then further discredited by the corrupt powers that be publicly, if highly visible
then the assassinated victim has a post mortem story concocted so that any
investigation is made to make the murderers (agents or law enforcement) look
justified in the homicide of the whistleblower, dissident or any other person now
labeled as a “terrorist” or “enemy of state”, “most wanted”, etc. as the lies are
fed to the controlled media
v. even when such victims are murdered-government agents threaten and bribe
coroners and morticians to cover up how prevalent these practices are;
outspoken persons should only drink from sealed containers when traveling in
planes, restaurants, hotels, and order whole foods, carry their own salad
dressings, etc. as poisoning is one of the most common ways agents murder high
priority targets; not having repetitive shopping practices and dining preferences
increases your chances of avoiding death by poisoning; highly suspect any
person who comes onto you to seduce you rather unexpectedly and suddenly;
and never drink or eat what they proffer; until you are absolutely certain they are
not a planted assassin; even citizens that aren’t actual agents can be bribed,
threatened or coerced to act as such by pressure from criminals in governments!
If you know you are a high priority target; it is unfortunate; but you can trust no
one but GOD! Until the criminals are removed from power; high priority targets
who want to start a life free from constant terror of assassination or torture at

some point will probably have to change your appearance dramatically and your
legal and public identity
vi. new weapons technologies can target persons from a distance (even satellites)
and with these weapons cause death by silent “slow kill” methods (which cause
the persons targeted to appear to die of natural causes getting chronically ill over
an extended period of time with seeming no rational explanation as to why and
can bring about horrible suffering that causes visited quacks to think “it’s all in
your head” because they’re too proud to admit they simply don’t know what is
wrong with you)- the US government via pentagon satanists are targeting
innocent US citizens especially those trying desperately to alert other US
citizens of these atrocities now in practice
vii. If agents can not infiltrate to effect death or at least distraction and destruction of
ministries and reputations of the whistle blowers, they try to find a weakness in
their friends and family and bribe or threaten the same to lie to the peril or
detriment of the whistle blowers
viii. satanists in police departments cover up and destroy evidence of the crimes of
the satanists murdering innocent citizens in hospitals, they alert other satanists of
raids and there is already a highly organized network in place of these satanists
in politics, in judges seats (and is how reinterpretation of the constitution is
occurring and other anti-christian agendas), police departments, hospitals,
schools, colleges, media, and is how the public is mostly kept in complete
ignorance of their growing network and extreme danger that was exactly how
the Nazis took control in Germany
j. satanists have specifically organized and targeted the Christian heritage in this country
to destroy its foundations in order that they may soon openly manifest the mark of the
beast (RFID bio-chip implantation; these chips were patented here in the US and
billions have already been manufactured ready for complete enslavement and control of
the masses) and continue with extermination of Jews and Christians
k. abandoned military bases are being refitted, railroad stock cars are being fitted with the
same kind of floor rings the Nazis used to cart the Jews to the death camps right here in
America, new camps are being constructed, NATO tanks, officials and weapons have
entered US ports
l. satanists organize activists to champion the removal of firearms and further
constitutional violations; so that citizens will not be able to defend themselves, they
wait for citizens to manifest that think it is the right cause to champion and try to fan the
flames as much as possible to effect the disarmament of US citizens, take advantage of
persons they tortured that finally fight back in some kind of public shooting spree and
then lie to the public as to why those people did so; or they wait for citizens that go on a
shooting spree for some other reason as a way to shape public opinion that all the rest of
us should give up the 2nd amendment which is really all that stands between us (in the
mundane sense) and complete enslavement, oppression, torture, and even extermination
of whosoever they want

m. satanists incite foreign revolts and place puppet governments that favor their incumbent
and growing takeover of the world and enslavement (and eventual extermination) of the
masses
n. satanists regularly use ATF to target any organized compounds trying to defend
themselves against this grave and rising danger to our freedoms and our lives, some
well publicized murders by our governing authorities include Ruby Ridge, and WACO
o. satanists regularly use the IRS to target dissidents, Jews, Christians and anyone they
deem worth attacking
p. by surveillance these same wicked persons, watch and see if enemies of state enter any
new relationships that they can then approach to threaten, bribe, lie to all in order to
effect the destruction or death of their targeted victim
q. satanists use government technology to spy on those not in their organization, and wait
to find some kind of dirty laundry to remove or manipulate political opponents to
participate in their agendas or neutralize hostiles by threatening to go public and expose
their nasty secrets
r. satanists within our government gain entrance to leased residences by approaching
landlords of targeted victims or infiltrate homes using lock picks and will poison food
and beverages within the house during a so called investigation or plant some kind of
illegal substance in order to then raid said dwelling and falsely accuse and arrest
dissidents and other enemies of state, they do the same with vehicles, government
agents have the tools to access any vehicle almost as quickly as a key opens the door
s. the network has gotten so large they can no longer cover for their evil and wicked ways
which are all the above and more
t. By these methods citizens are denied access to courts, legal recourse against the
government and these criminal agents within so many branches of government and
places of public trust; whenever they want to change something to their favor, they
simply create legal incidents, file suit with a judge who has been either compromised
through their own bad behavior, bribed, threatened or is a member of the satanic
takeover of the United States of America
u. Some agents and law enforcement officers have become so corrupt they threaten a lone
wife to kill her and her husband if she does not agree to sexual acts with them; they are
especially targeting women who have committed crimes in lieu of going to jail or prison
v. ALL CITIZENS ARE NOW WARNED, WE CAN NOT TRUST LAW
ENFORCEMENT, PERSONS IN OUR GOVERNMENT, OR ANY PHYSICIAN
UNTIL THERE IS A SWEEP ACROSS THE NATION IN ALL BRANCHES OF
GOVERNMENT TO ARREST THESE CRIMINALS THAT HAVE INFILTRATED
AND ARE ATTEMPTING THE COMPLETE TAKEOVER OF THE NATION!
F. Other methods of “population management” include environmental deregulations, excessive
fluorine in water systems (much of this is done by so called professionals who actually think
they are doing a public service by this toxic additive causing much chronic ailments long termalso why this toxin is in almost all toothpastes-greed to get rid of petrol byproduct and make
money while also making the public ill and increasing the death rate), denial of public

assistance to disabled persons, denial of medical care to the same, denial of military benefits to
wounded military, denial of quality medical care to any but the wealthy elite (they use the poor
as guinea pigs and experiment on them for cures such as the cure to cancer which now exists
but not for the poor masses just for the wealthy elite. I personally met a man that had final stage
terminal cancer that was cured in a study as well as 97% of the participants who were all at
terminal stage due to various cancers, but the information/cure is not made public by intent;
when greed does not get its way by selling the cure; it clearly proves eugenic fascism is in
practice), excessive additives and preservatives known to cause cancers and other diseases
especially in cheap food products (again the poor are targeted most), increasingly toxic
medications that poison the public, and these substances remain on the market even after
causing thousands to millions of deaths and permanent injuries to unsuspecting victims that are
successfully brainwashed into thinking all these things are due to ignorance and malpractice,
rather than by intent as is the truth, agriculture is being governmentally controlled, farmers told
what crops to plant or not, and paid not to plant or harvest crops (centralization of government
control of huge corporate farms and water supplies is the greatest danger to innocent life ever
before attempted by governing authorities-bring back small independent local farms and
alternative water sources such as precipitators, desalination units, wells, springs and ozonated,
purified, energized/revitalized water for all your bathing, cooking, and drinking is a must if you
can afford to do such), genetically modified foods which are almost completely devoid of
nutrition, BGH and chemically altered fodder for our meat supplies causing epidemic obesity
and shorter life spans (not just as a result of greed, but again, another method of increasing the
death rate as eugenic fascists spend much time figuring all these ways to exterminate citizens
(while not appearing so blatant as to be so obvious that the methods fail to work and possibly
engender a revolt) that in their minds and have been plainly declared by them to reduce the
over-populated earth down to only 500 million souls globally, Hal Lindsey aired a program
showing a stone monument has been erected stating such as their goal), some women are being
sterilized without their permission, government funding not only of abortion but these
sterilizations are still occurring, through propaganda our government trumpets their pennies on
the dollar altruistic outreaches such as feeding animal fodder to the starving masses of the
world as a gesture to the destitution they cause by controlling commodities and other prices
nationally and globally, economic crises, depressions, recessions, are all means of increasing
death rates at will by the eugenic fascists, occultists, satanists within our government and
wealthy elite that control the monetary systems of many nations now
G. Our US government currently fulfills the definition of a typical psychopath and as most
satanists who disguise themselves as an angel of light in order to practice their evil under the
façade of being perceived as good and decent. (i.e. “snakes wearing suits, when psychopaths go
to work”). I could write huge volumes of the evil being now perpetrated by corrupt, greedy and
downright evil persons within our places of public trust now, but any citizen looking into these
topics seriously will uncover all this and more. (just type in any mentioned topics on any search
engine to get started to see the evidence for yourself of all this and more) American Holocaust
H. Previous Presidents and elected officials committed treason and the current administration has
done nothing to bring them to justice

a. One of the worst treasonous acts in the history of the United States was the creation of
the Federal Reserve
i. Prior to turning over the nations’ monetary system to the Federal Reserve
bankers; thus privatizing minting of our nations’ currency there was no “national
debt”. The citizens of the United States were empowered through the US
Constitution to mint as much currency necessary for solvency. Three prominent
bankers plotted and coerced the acting president to privatize and thereby enslave
US Citizens to individuals. Warned by founding fathers that such an act is more
dangerous than standing armies it nevertheless was illegally implemented
without consent of the people and against all freeborn citizens this illegal entity
is crippling our country. The people must again return minting as a right of
citizens through our government; the Federal Reserve (or rather any privatized
lending to this nation is UNNECESSARY)! Takeover of the Federal Reserve
and minting currency should be immediately implemented to right that wrong.
And we will never again hear the phrase “national debt”!
ii. Many presidents had knowledge of attacks on innocent citizens and even
participated in not just covering the foreknowledge but inciting the attacks that
have led to wars and loss of innocent blood; however, the 911 plot was not just
negligence on the part of our governing officials but conspiracy to commit and
cover up treason and mass murder! If the current administration is not also to be
guilty of the same; it should have lived up to it’s promise to reinvestigate the
preponderance of overwhelming evidence that many former and current elected
officials are guilty of high treason, mass murder, and military leaders guilty of
war crimes (and cover-ups of the same)! When congress failed to impeach and
bring to trial persons obviously involved within the United States; it was
evidence that they also are so corrupt that they could be coerced or bribed into
choosing to cover up the treason; as such a massive investigation needs to be
conducted on all elected officials in depth to find out what threats or bribes
caused them to take that course of action. To address the evil that has risen in
this nation; would require massive agreement on the part of the people
(nationwide demonstration by the tens of millions demanding the criminals be
brought to justice and election of an independent “new Sherriff in town” (like
“Walking Tall”)) to back officials that would conduct such an investigation
(someone needs to be elected as president that is not part of the incumbent
corruption and knowing his/her life would be target for assassination; would not
be bribed or coerced but would organize outside investigators to go through the
entire existing governing structures in all branches to weed out the corruption,
the murderers, the mass murderers, the war criminals and felony offenders in
ALL levels of government down to the smallest townships because it is clear
that we have extreme corruption, treasonous officials, incompetence, and worse
at the highest levels and throughout our nation now.

iii. IRS and excessive taxation– income tax 16th amendment was never ratified; yet
citizens have been led to believe we must pay income tax on our earnings;
taxation has always been and always will be a form of oppression; especially
when the US Constitution empowers our authorities to mint currency as
necessary for the solvency of the nation. To this day the IRS is used to violently
intimidate citizens and even deprive them of real property. Our original
government was not founded under the feudal system but deeds can be taken by
the lords of the day if you don’t pay your real property taxes (you can work the
land as long as you pay all necessary tributes to the lords/ladies of the day).
People have been so successfully brainwashed into thinking our “taxes” pay for
public services; when the original intent and design of the nation was to FREE
us from the dozens of taxes US citizens regularly encounter during their
lifetimes. These frauds and oppressive measures are so widely perpetrated on the
public that many now have a slave mentality; showing the successful
brainwashing that has taken hold as the public cries “how shall WE pay the
national debt?” in other words, they think they have to pay for the debt congress,
military, and other governing officials created in excessive spending because
that is what they’ve been told repeatedly through the government controlled
media and distributed propaganda. Which debt was actually created through the
treasonous act of creating the Federal Reserve; which debt is further burdened
on the American public in the form of the illegal income tax, ETC.!
iv. The greed and corruption of our existing governing officials is treasonous just in
selling our ports and other real property interests to foreigners! A toll-way is
being constructed through Texas that will be charging Americans to pay tolls to
the Spanish government! (that is treasonous clearly- our government sold out
real property to a foreign government that forces Americans against their will to
pay tribute to Spain)! But it is far more reaching than that; US treasury bills
have been sold to foreign nations including China! Trillions of debt has been
created by this unnecessary and treasonous practice! (For as I stated and anyone
can read; our US Constitution provides the minting of all necessary currency for
our nation’s solvency; there is therefore NO REASON whatsoever to sell
treasury bills to anyone! other than corruption and willful indentured servitude
of innocent American citizens to foreigners thereby! CLEARLY treasonous!
b. There are many detailed bits of historical evidence supporting the fact that many
officials in our past (and presently still being perpetrated by current officials) committed
treason and perpetrated frauds and oppressive measures on the public, especially the
almost endless increases of taxation. In fact there are so many instances, I just want to
include the ones at present causing the greatest current harm and threat to innocent
Americans as stated above or I would be redundant in the many volumes already written
exposing these crimes.
I. What do I advise people to do in response

a. First of all turn to the One True God and pray fervently He would heal our nation and
restore our Christian Heritage so that concentration and death camps and mark of the
beast never manifest in this nation and the increasing judgments (“natural” disasters of
every kind, plagues, pestilences, enemies within and without and all the curses of Deut
28 will subside and instead we would be blessed (2Chr 7:14)
b. Get rid of all hypocritical ways by submitting to God and praying He transforms us into
persons that not only cherish His Virtues but actually live lives of righteousness, honor
and integrity (Mic 6:8; 2Chr 7:14)
c. Pray for His Wisdom, Protection and Empowerment, if you decide to organize as all
citizens should for their own safety now
d. Build a network of trusted friends that will watch over your home, autos, and person,
especially if you are outspoken dissident or whistleblower
e. Put in your own security systems (many IT professionals know how to do this if you
need help; not just security businesses) linked to off- site servers, located at neighbors,
friends houses and Internet, (hopefully in other countries), to document any invasions
by government, raids or other illegal acts of tyranny and oppression and to show the
world these are going on now (alternative media sources and prominent Christian
ministries need especially to do this in their work places, churches, broadcast studios,
parking lots and residences) Use flame retardant materials; install unbreakable exterior
windows and increased fire suppression measures for the times are indicating that more
and more wicked persons will try to burn down churches (as prophesied –Ps 74:8)
f. Authorities should take and file reports of all allegations submitted by the public even
ones they think are “crazy”, mentally ill, or otherwise disreputable! These are the end
times and unfortunately, crimes are getting worse and more frequent so laziness or
disbelief is inexcusable when brave citizens risk their own safety and lives to testify!
DO YOUR JOBS; even if you hate typing! (If I were president, I would get public
relations experts in all police departments to interact with the public and take
complaints; who then refer the complaints to detectives and such street beat cops as
necessary, that way cops are free to do their thing for public safety and not forced to do
such skills as they are not gifted at or dislike) Grunts that are muscle and ready to fight;
shouldn’t be the ones citizens have to deal with; especially victims of heinous crimes;
but rather compassionate persons who are trained to take ALL complaints seriously!
And have no grief whatsoever entering complaints into the system which now should
include not only digitized typeface, but the audio-visual interview and testimony (no
matter how shocking; no matter how unbelievable; even if they don’t have evidence; to
be entered into a database of MOs; so that IF evidence should be found in the future or
other complainants it wasn’t lost because some cop hated typing or was ready to go
have a beer or watch a game on TV or some other poor excuse of laziness,
incompetence and unprofessionalism as is becoming epidemic in every profession these
days; again, due to the dumbing down and brainwashing of the masses) of EVERY
citizen that comes forward to alert our public servants of crimes they witnessed or
survived!

g. Universally, citizens must all agree to stop paying income and real property taxes and
when they treated us like slaves our whole life, there is no way they should be able to
tax us all over again with estate taxes! Our founding fathers declared Independence for
many reasons and excessive taxation was definitely among them! If congress dares to
suddenly try and ratify the 16th amendment or any such new one; it is time for us to
remember the honorable blood shed that made the United States a free and independent
nation and follow their example! (Read the Declaration of Independence and look at our
nation today)! And stop stressing saying the brainwashed slogans, “national debt”,
“however shall WE pay?” I give very simple remedies for paying for all government
services (namely by returning to the US Constitution and getting rid of all the illegal,
oppressive entities) on the website blastthetrumpet.org. I find it so incredible, that when
our nation provided services for the people through the government that was
empowered to fund all of it’s operations all on it’s own (thus NO taxes necessary) that
we now lead the world in ways to be taxed and the consequences for noncompliance! (I
know other nations have citizens who pay even higher taxes but again it is NOT
necessary! Governments the world over only do so to CONTROL citizens! (to keep us
all in our place) it is not a FREE society that pays taxes! If I hear any “buts” I think I’d
like you to participate in official deprogramming lessons as you have been successfully
brainwashed by the ruling elite. Think about it! These individuals in the world created
by God, pounce on the earth and declare themselves kings and queens of the mountain
like little kids did on playgrounds worldwide! They tell all the rest of us, they own all
the oil, they own all the coal, they own all the land, they own all the energy, utilities and
they soon will declare plainly they own all the water and food if we continue to allow
ourselves to be oppressed by them! Really THINK! Our government was founded to
fund ALL of it’s own operations because our founders hated the excessive taxation they
were under for one and wanted freedoms as declared in the Bill of Rights and yet all
that is being systematically stripped away from us to place us back into complete
servitude! The only reason why many haven’t noticed is that their quality of life has not
met with the adversity enough yet to notice! But the people driven from their homes
while personalities on TV call them “freeloaders” when many of those citizens lost tens
of thousands if not more to the very persons, the government “bailed out”; gave
BILLIONS to; so they could all give themselves HUGE bonuses (millions of dollars)
while many of us lost everything we had ever labored for and then have these people
tell us that we’re the freeloaders! Excessive usury aside, many homes they foreclosed
on were already paid for many times over in actual value of the original loan amount.
And at the highest levels the great depression and current one is caused by lending loose
money to the masses followed by calling in the loans while decreasing wages and job
availability. This is all done on purpose (another means of “population management”) if
you think not; even challenged individuals know that history shows our government has
the ability to create jobs easily in the free market if they really want to. (I list enough
jobs to put the entire world to work on blastthetrumpet.org that could be easily created
if the powers that be really wanted to). So face it, you, brainwashed slave, have through

greed and corruption found yourself driven from your home on purpose by the powers
that be because money has little to no intrinsic value, while real property has real worth.
The wealthy bankers gave you pieces of paper with pictures on it, and you gave them
your home and livelihood, while they insolently and insultingly call you “freeloader”
through the controlled propaganda and tell you that not only you, but your children are
in debt! (Did YOU spend that money? NO? then why are you accepting THEIR debt)?
Don’t be angry with me for pointing out that propaganda is brainwashing innocent
citizens into slave mentalities and subjection by the wealthy elite and corrupt
authorities! Instead direct your anger where it should be directed – at them! If you are
still wondering how any socialized services you want covered like fire fighting, law
enforcement, education, health care, welfare, etc. would be paid for; then I express
clearly how easy such abundant sources would be to implement on blastthetrumpet.org.
Namely we take back what was granted to us under the US Constitution and get rid of
the criminals and criminal entities responsible for our present oppression and
enslavement! If we ever “bail out” anyone, it must be the oppressed and suffering; NOT
the greedy oppressors! One of the most obvious ways, is that REAL value contained in
natural resources should benefit ALL citizens, not just a few greedy elites with the
infant “king of the hill” mentalities. In other words, God created the heavens and earth
and gave us the authority to steward such; we just have to agree that proper stewardship
is to SHARE the wealth of natural resources instead of allowing a few individuals to
greedily horde them all to themselves! So the hundreds of billions in profits making
very few persons very wealthy at the expense of all the rest of us would no longer be the
case but those revenues would pay for services the vast majority of us need and want!
(such services as already exist but we could also add as a RIGHT for all citizens
QUALITY education and healthcare)! And I reiterate, the government does not really
need any revenue from any source to operate all services that citizens want! THINK
hard about this, money truly is created out of thin air at the highest levels! They don’t
NEED our money, it is strictly a means of oppression; to keep the masses in their place
and the greedy, ruling elite trying to take God’s place! LOOK at the cities! TRILLIONS
and TRILLIONS of dollars worth of developments – there is enough MONEY to do
WHATEVER citizens want! If we don’t have those services it is because greedy
oppressors don’t want you to have a high quality of life and because they enjoy selfishly
hording luxuries all to themselves and rubbing it in everyone else’s faces. If while
following God’s instructions for life as contained in the Holy Bible (in other words you
are working honestly and diligently for your wages at the very least); and your quality
of life severely diminishes it is because at the highest levels these people want you to
die! (These elitists consider themselves so superior and the masses as a “cancer to the
world” as some of them have been documented or filmed stating; again proving eugenic
fascism in practice under the term “population management”). This is the ugly truth of
why some people have jets, yachts, mansions, wardrobes enough to clothe a town, and
the best of everything the world offers, while others; starving to death, diseased and
dying, wade through sewage looking for something to eat and drink, and dump yards,
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looking for some rags to cover their naked bodies! And in America, why the tiny
percentage of multi-millionaires and multi-billionaires are content paying slave wages,
and watching millions of citizens thrown out of their homes to suffer and die in the
streets or beg for food and shelter from overburdened charities, when they have the
power easily to create jobs with living wages! ONLY in America could we watch
former president Bush tell a poor elderly slave woman working three jobs for food and
shelter; with a smile on his face, that could happen only in America! He and his multibillionaire buddies responsible have the audacity to smile at a poor soul begging for
mercy from being over-worked due to slave wages; and he smugly and proudly replies,
“only in America!” at least she wasn’t wading in sewage streams and dump yards like
millions of other innocent citizens and little children suffering worldwide due to these
incredibly greedy war mongers!
Citizens should stop calling eyewitnesses, survivors, victims, experts, “conspiracy
theorists” and other derogatory terms; when, if they were honest, they would have to
admit they have done little to no research in automatically discrediting these persons
desperately trying to organize the public before it’s too late and even if you disagree
with such reports as can be found in “The Sovereign” newspaper (908-665-2394 to
order a subscription) you must beware of the psychological urge to censure such reports
as when the 1st Amendment is taken from anyone, it is in danger of being taken away
from us all; instead RESEARCH and learn to face REALITY no matter how ugly or
frightening it may be when you finally see it! Only then can we change it for the better
and do what is necessary to restrain evil doers!
Train everyone in your house how to use the camera and video on your cell phones to
instantly broadcast to your email addresses and friends’ phones and email addresses,
hidden servers and public websites anytime you witness citizens being abused by
authorities.
Train everyone in your home in various forms of self-defense and become experts in
non-lethal and lethal weapons
Record conversations with all authorities, always, by using your cell phones or built in
surveillance cameras in your vehicles, homes, work places and by carrying personal
digital recorders, hidden wireless cameras to remote recording devices everywhere you
spend most of your time; that you can turn on instantly as needed (do not use
standardized home security systems like ADT, because they regularly work with the
government and police powers and can easily be coerced into using your security
system to spy on you in your own homes)! Innocent citizens are tricked who work in
private industries including home security by governing authorities who are actually
criminals who flash their badge and then tell them to work with them or give them a
feed on the home monitoring systems; even if you are doing nothing wrong they can
then edit the footage to make it look like you were! Anytime ANYONE comes to your
home EVEN IF YOU CALLED FOR REPAIRS, take a photo of them and their ID
before letting them in your home and never leave them out of your sight! Agents
monitor phone calls looking for opportunities to gain admittance to dissidents’

residential and work spaces through subterfuge and plant spy devices or evidence to
convict you of wrongdoing!
l. Control your waste disposal; ideally burn it all in a wood stove; metal drum or some
other incineration means; shredding is only partially effective; be particularly careful
about your DNA as this is a favorite means authorities now frame innocent citizens of
crimes they did not commit. So all tissues and nail clippings flush; if you blow your
nose in public keep the tissue or use paper towels; any glass or drink or anything that
would leave prints, lip marks, DNA be especially careful of; as high priority targets can
unfortunately be so easily framed by these criminals who manipulate innocent citizens
who work at the restaurant into thinking they are helping the “good guys” get a bad
person; when sadly they are doing the exact opposite through their ignorance.
m. Record conversations with medical professionals and SUE EVERYTIME (the Bible
tells us not to go to Court of unbelievers against other believers; but these devils are
NOT fellow believers! This is REAL WAR (Rev 12 manifest!)) there are any
“accidents”, try and investigate with all persons connected with any adverse incidents to
find out if any witnesses are willing to testify as to whether or not the “accident” was
actually intentional. (Hospital Administrators and Board Members have been covering
these crimes up because hospitals are now profit driven entities which are valuing
money so much more than human life that murder for organ transplant revenue is now
occurring and becoming widespread); it appears to me that Christian communities are at
greatest risk by these organized satanists (“He Came To Set the Captives Free” by
Rebecca Brown, M.D.) and eugenic fascists because they typically have healthy organs
and they are not suing for the wrongful deaths and permanent injuries (based on the
misinterpreted instructions concerning forgiveness). One doctors’ office in Coeur
d’alene had three infant deaths from inoculations (or so I was told from someone who
knew the grieving parents) occur in close proximity recently and yet no investigations
occurred or a cessation of the use of the inoculants (if that was the real cause of the
infant mortalities)) ANY unexpected deaths of loved ones that occur in hospitals
DEMAND a competent homicide investigation and if authorities refuse (as has been my
case) then TELL the world! Record all conversations, (in line recorders at office supply
stores for all phone conversations and wireless can be put on speaker status and
recorded; some smart phones can be set to digitally record your conversations or
download software that make it possible) all petitions, all requests to authorities and
keep the proof that these highly suspicious and frequent deaths are going on completely
and WILFULLY unchecked by law enforcement officers who have sworn (and are
paid) to serve and protect us! EXPOSE the physicians and nursing assistants responsible
as well as all authorities who did NOTHING to investigate the death or permanent
injury of you or your loved ones and place the evidence on youtube, facebook, twitter,
myspace, etc. and your own websites! Tell as many local citizens as possible! GO
PUBLIC and STAY PUBLIC until there is an honest and competent investigation! (and
hopefully arrests and/or well deserved executions!)
n. NEVER give up the right to bear arms (until Christ returns in Glory)!

o. Preferably the public citizens place enough pressure on remaining decent authorities
and media, that US traitors, satanists, war criminals, will all be brought to justice!
p. If the government starts to arrest citizens en masse, then all other citizens must STOP
EVERYTHING! Don’t go to school, don’t go to work, stand in the streets of every city
and bring all activity to a halt until the citizens are released and the oppressors and
tyrants are unseated from power! If the government reacts violently; then by the
millions, tens of millions, respond with weapons of every kind; DO NOT SIT ON
YOUR ASSES IN YOUR HOMES THINKING ALREADY ENOUGH CITIZENS
HAVE TAKEN TO THE STREETS; FOR GOD WILL BE LOOKING UPON ALL IN
THESE LAST DAYS TO SEE HOW YOUR ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN
WORDS! – I guarantee, even armed and armored cops and military can be
overwhelmed by sheer numbers! DO NOT LET THESE WICKED SOULS
INTIMIDATE YOU, BECAUSE IT IS NOT JUST YOUR FREEDOMS AT STAKE,
IT IS YOUR LIVES AND THAT OF YOUR LOVED ONES! You will give account of
your actions and inactions in eternity and whether or not you were a coward when only
a small amount of bravery was necessary to halt evil!– If they use weapons of mass
destruction on their own citizens, then the whole world will see the evil exposed and
war will inevitably ensue. IF you are on the side of righteousness, the anti-christs can
not prevail! They never have and they never will! It is better to die with a clear
conscience fighting evil than to suffer unmentionable tortures and abuses these end time
satanists are concocting against innocent persons. Remember anyone who can rip an
infant limb from limb like abortionists these days, can do any crime under the sun
without any concern whatsoever.
q. Even bullet-proof armor can be penetrated by certain kinds of existing and easily
accessible weapons and substances. You should become familiar with urban warfare
and historical battle strategies as you organize against people so arrogant and proud
they think their technology makes them uncontestable and so they think no one can hold
them accountable. Make shift armor can be made ¼ to ½ inch hardened steel deflectors;
army surplus flak jackets, or if you are fortunate Kevlar or the new “dragon skins” from
police friends (that are still honorable and decent) or military (THINK! and don’t think
that there is no way you can win when all of history shows that when even peasants
with sticks and stones get angry enough they can unrest tyrants!) or even pots and pans
with thick metal bottoms can deter bullets, phone books (books and magazines in
general) can also makeshift armor, properly tipped spears, arrows, swords and knives in
hand to hand combat are still effective against modern armaments, in urban guerilla
warfare! Especially in overwhelming numbers! High rises line city streets, in crisis they
can be the advantage against corrupt authorities attacking from below! Use your minds!
There are many vulnerabilities in their armor and formations! There are many
substances and weapons that can easily prevail in such circumstances! If I openly list
them all then fewer remedies will be left you as they develop counter measures. As
attrition of adversaries occur assimilate their weapons and armor into your own ranks.
DO NOT EVER LET THE GOVERNMENT TALK YOU INTO GIVING UP THE

RIGHT TO DEFEND YOURSELVES AND YOUR LOVED ONES; THE RIGHT TO
BEAR ARMS! Whenever in the history of mankind such disparity occurs, tyranny,
oppression, and enslavement occurred as well as extreme abuses of authority such as
atrocities, tortures and genocides.
r. Even though it is unconstitutional, the right to bear arms is taken away from any
convicted of crimes involving weapons under the cover of public safety but really it is
because the government knows these persons will use weapons against them if given
the opportunity and they want a docile society that can be easily enslaved or
exterminated, under the 2nd amendment (and common sense humanitarian rights) even
convicts have the right to defend themselves and loved ones from other criminals
foreign or domestic whether or not they are government employees, it’s time for
citizens to realize they are putting lethal power in the hands of persons many of whom
barely graduated out of high school or a community college with limited training,
limited interpersonal skills, and virtually no accountability! It’s time citizens took
responsibility for defending and governing yourselves as the nation was founded to be!
Instead of placing arms only in the hands of persons of questionable character and
education, it is high time we operated as the founders intended and all did our part to
become skilled in handling weapons and holding all citizens accountable for their
actions ESPECIALLY those we entrust with lethal authority like the police, government
and military entities! This can only be done; if we all champion our God Given and
Constitutional Rights ENTHUSIASTICALLY!!!!
s. Until mass murdering doctors and nurses across the nation are arrested, imprisoned
and/or justly executed, do not trust any medical practitioner that cannot proudly confess
to you that Jesus Christ is their personal Lord and Savior with their own lips. Do not
take a nod or a yes as sufficient, they must be able to say the words that Jesus Christ,
the one and only true Messiah and Savior of mankind, came in the flesh and is their
personal Lord and Savior (1Jn 4:1-3); if they cannot or will not speak such unto you
when asked directly; they are not to be trusted with your life and that of your loved
ones! Likewise any witnesses or survivors of heinous crimes, especially of satanic
occult practices must seek out only Christian authorities, any crimes involving the
police or if any federal agents accuse you or someone you know who is an American
citizen of being a terrorist, take pictures of the agents and their IDs, they are NOT to be
trusted and are more than likely organized criminals covering for atrocities they and
other corrupt law enforcement and political personalities and entities are committing!
They must be exposed, arrested and brought to justice.
t. If any authorities ever threaten your life or that of your children or to rape or do any
manner of such evil, as long as you have family members or other witnesses or as long
as you have it recorded, I encourage you to execute them on the spot for your own and
public safety from the very worst kind of criminals! Broadcast the evidence to media
sources, friends, family, attorneys, secure Internet servers, BEFORE reporting the
deaths of the rapists, robbers, murderers in uniform or in any branch of local, state or
federal authorities (because the corruption has gotten so bad the authorities you call

could murder you just to cover up the scandal; take every measure to ensure your
personal safety and that of your loved ones; we can no longer trust law enforcement at
this time; I have numerous reports of citizens who are being turned away by cops too
lazy to even take or file the report of serious crimes; let alone competently investigate).
It would be advisable to make certain your self defense was WIDELY publicized before
calling the authorities to report the deaths of those who threatened to kill you and your
loved ones. Make sure you get clear images of their IDs; not just their dead bodies! Too
many citizens are living in the land of make believe when cops in this nation have been
busted in many cities beating or murdering people and planting evidence and lying for
each other to cover up the fact that in many precincts now we have gangs of organized
criminals instead of honorable law enforcement! (For every incident that makes it to
mainstream media there are much more crimes by these entities and persons that didn’t)
Until there is a thorough house cleaning of the widespread corruption; they cannot be
trusted! If you are driving and have not broken any laws and are a dissident and
cops/agents suddenly try to pull you over in a low populated area or on a highway; your
best chance at safety from assassination is to continue to travel to a densely populated
area with plenty of cameras (gas stations and convenient stores as the gas pumps
provide a little deterrent from them just opening fire at will and unprovoked) to
document when you finally stop. If you can afford it bullet proof windows and doors
especially driver side if you know you are a target for political assassination. If being
pulled over by a cop only roll down your bullet proof window enough to hand
documentation. DO NOT get out of your car for any reason until your attorney arrives if
you are an outspoken dissident! If the cop tries to shoot you for a supposed traffic
violation, run him over with your car or make him dead by any means available to you
as the murderer he or she is; as you should have car cameras documenting his/her
assassination attempt; and as such, self defense is justifiable! At this point because cops
and federal agents are not arresting rapists, robbers, murderers, treasonous officials in
their own ranks; until they do; do not let any of them into your homes or on your
property if at all possible until such arrests occur. The corruption has reached critical
mass; it appears our governing officials and heinous criminals in uniform think they can
torture and kill any of us without consequences; we must show them that they will do
their jobs and serve and protect us ALL as we pay them to do; or if they prey upon us;
they will die!
u. If you are on a plane or bus and government agents tell you to get off, that is fine, but if
they escort you onto or insist you enter another plane or bus or any other vehicle DO
NOT follow them! Make your own travel arrangements! Depending on the level of
threat to the criminals now in power you pose will depend on the measures you will
have to take until the despots are deposed and brought to justice! If agents try to kidnap
and force you into a vehicle; scream as loud as you can to all persons in the vicinity that
you are being kidnapped and ask them to take pictures and film, the perpetrators and
their vehicles; if they threaten to kill you; do your best to make them dead as quickly as
possible. Governments have been known to cause plane crashes thinking nothing of

collateral damage if you are a high priority target. If you get too hot; you will have to
distance yourself from friends, family or anyone you care about that is not strong
enough to handle the heat. It may be necessary for you to change your identity and go
into exile if you are not willing to be a martyr to draw public attention as to the serious
threat and danger your governing officials pose when they commit open treason and
mass murder of their own innocent citizens like they did on 911 and when they do
nothing to convict and punish mass murderers like the doctors and nurses that were
clearly busted by 5 nationally recognized coroners for murdering innocent American
patients during Katrina as CNN reported nationally. And when I tell you doctors and
nurses are so organized that they are covering up for each other blatantly; then they can
only be that smug if they feel completely free from arrest and prosecution! (Meaning we
now have government sanctioned euthanization of innocent Americans) And whether
you believe me or not; so far that has been the case with my personal survival of the
hospital homicide attempts on my life! I would NEVER make this up or risk my
freedom and my life to tell you these things if they were not true! Until governing
officials arrest the criminals nationwide; until they stop approving DEADLY
medications; until doctors stop prescribing DEADLY medications; until notorious
felons in police departments are brought to justice; until treasonous politicians are
brought to justice; until war criminals in the pentagon and military throughout the world
are brought to justice; the greatest threat to you and your loved ones personal safety is
not from so called “terrorists” abroad; but from our elected officials; and criminals in all
branches of government that take bribes or worse to cover up or commit crimes against
unsuspecting citizens. Things are getting so bad in certain parts of the world that
citizens flee for their lives from these gangs of organized criminals (some Mexicans on
the border are fleeing from criminal police and government bought by drug cartels and
permitting heinous crimes against citizens; even little children). If you cower to such
persons; you will be abused; enslaved; perhaps tortured to death. It is better to fight! By
God’s Grace you will prevail or at least die with a clear conscience! These people are so
wicked that they will coerce you to publicly recant of your efforts to expose them, and
then kill you any way after you do! DO NOT NEGOTIATE WITH THEM, THEY ARE
COMPLETELY UNTRUSTWORTHY! When law enforcement and governing
authorities become the criminals; it falls to the citizenry to restore law and order and
unfortunately; when they murder us; we must respond with just execution of all such
persons who have so lost their proper sense of right and wrong to so abuse the public
trust as to use the power and authority we gave them to protect us; instead to falsely
accuse, imprison, torture or murder us at will. To arms! if they continue to attack us!
Better to die bravely; than to live a little while longer as a coward! If GOD be for us;
who can be against us?!
v. Why do you think they showed arms during the rigged elections? Why do you think
they showed arms during Katrina; with the slow deliberate response to kill off more
citizens? Why do you think they disarmed armed citizens protecting themselves and
their property? Why do you think they are pushing so strongly for gun control? I’ll tell

you why they keep pushing and pushing and pushing; they are testing the public for the
breaking point; to see which ones will fight; if any, and attempting to trigger a small
violent response they can easily put down with the 80,000 member of the First Brigade
Combat Team of the 3rd Infantry Consequence Management Response Force now being
trained at Fort Stewart, GA to do such. Such a small demonstration by citizens will give
the government the green light to declare martial law and systematically disarm
Americans. Citizens MUST organize so that tens of millions across the country arm
and armor themselves and DEMAND the arrests of the traitors; the treasonous mass
murderers of 911, the rapists, robbers and murderers out of police departments, the mass
murderers in hospitals, and shine the LIGHT on ALL places we have no media
coverage that have historically been places of torture and euthanization; such as
undercover raids/stings on hospitals, mental wards, prisons and institutions across the
country! Evil far worse than I’ve mentioned thus far is occurring in the United States
now in these dark places! People automatically either roll their eyes or cower in fear if
you mention satanism; when these super fools are begging to burn in hell and the lake
of fire for all eternity and the only way they exist is by sworn secrecy on penalty of
death (in other words, their entire organization is built upon distrust and fear and thus is
doomed to fail and crumble). Men, women and children of Almighty God have nothing
to fear from these fools! If they threaten you and your loved ones DO NOT HESITATE
TO MAKE THEM DEAD! (You need to have the Wisdom to discern the times! Christ
instructed us to forgive the repentant, brothers and sisters in the Faith; NOT mortal
adversaries of GOD, the Gospel, Christ and all the saints! Yes, pray for our enemies;
pray they repent or perish swiftly from the earth; wickedness never to rise again) The
end times talk of WAR! Satan hates the godly; but is so insane even satanists are not
safe (for those even greedier than the greedy incumbents murder them to take their
places, wolves do attack wolves and snakes kill snakes; especially when prey is no
longer available; of if they just get moody), and all those he has already successfully
deceived like other worldly religions, atheism, etc! He seeks to destroy the godly; all
those who have the testimony of Jesus Christ! (Rev 12) If a whistle blower tells you of
these crimes such as myself and then government agents approach you and lie and say
that person is a terrorist; DO NOT BELIEVE THEM! I HAVE OVERWHELMING
EVIDENCE I DID MY DUTY AS A CITIZEN AND WENT TO ALL RESPECTIVE
AUTHORITIES TO REPORT THE ATTEMPTED HOMICIDES I SURVIVED AND
THEY ALL DEFENDED THE MURDERERS AND DID NOTHING TO ENSURE
PUBLIC SAFETY OR COMPETENTLY INVESTIGATE IN ANY WAY (I had
dreams they lied and claimed to investigate (or to have investigated) and claimed to be
in process in order to cover for the fact they did little to nothing (as of August 01,
2010); and to cover for the fact that they have known these things are going on but have
allowed them to continue for all the aforementioned reasons and then some)! Their
negligence alone in performing their duties in my opinion was so severe that they
should be fired and arrested as co-conspirators or at least arrested as criminally
negligent! I AM OPENLY AND PUBLICLY PETITIONING ANY AND ALL

DECENT AUTHORITIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (IF ANY ARE
LEFT IN OUR EXISTING GOVERNMENT ANYWHERE) TO ARREST THE
CORRUPTION THAT THREATENS THE SURVIVAL OF THIS NATION AND IF
LEFT UNCHECKED WILL RESULT IN THE DEATHS OF MILLIONS OF
INNOCENT CITIZENS! PERHAPS EVEN ANARCHY OR ANOTHER
REVOLUTION!
w. Brothers and Sisters in Christ PLEASE pray fervently that the blinds would be lifted
from the successfully brainwashed, slumbering and/or overworked citizens; because in
their ignorance they are endangering the rest of us by wrongly accusing us of being
conspiracy theorists when the truth of the matter is they are ignoring overwhelming
evidence of all I have stated herein and are on many websites, with documented
evidence!
x. Cops have openly gotten away with framing, battering and even murdering innocent
citizens now in almost every major city in America; and are abusing their authority so
notoriously that gangs are forming in the cities not to defend themselves so much from
other gangs as from corrupt cops! Heinous crimes are being committed by corrupt
authorities and then the controlled media is fed a load of crap from the same organized
criminals so that the public is lead to believe a neighbor was really a drug dealer or
some other lie they convince the public of. Framing innocent citizens to take their home
and possessions in police and government raids are occurring and worse to steal wives
who are then forced to marry (or live with or serve as a cop whore to whole gangs of
criminals in uniform) one of the corrupt cops and live in constant threat of being
murdered if they tell anyone what really happened! Especially vulnerable to rape are
women who have committed crimes that then the cops threaten to murder or lock up for
many years if they don’t service them and their rapists’ buddies in uniform. Higher
authorities who know these crimes are going on (as what happened to me, my marriage
and estate loss when I tried to report the mass murdering doctors and nurses) don’t want
to risk yet another scandal because social unrest and tension is so high; but by NOT
arresting these felons; especially rapists, robbers and murderers in uniform is MORE of
a danger of causing social upheaval than if higher authorities would just do their jobs
and arrest the criminals in all branches of government! Public trust is not slowly eroding
but quickly evaporating the more corruption and atrocities go unaddressed by our so
called public officials! So do not show government agents, cops, military personnel any
mercy if they try to commit atrocities or murder you and your children; even if for
Christ’s sake you might be tempted to. Every assassin you let live means some other
innocent soul suffers or dies or they live again to attack you! MAKE THEM DEAD
ONCE THEY THREATEN TO DO ANY HARM WHATSOEVER TO YOU OR
YOUR LOVED ONES! (Remember, broadcast the threats to legal reps, friends, family
and Internet BEFORE calling it in; if at all possible; store copies of evidence in safe
deposit boxes or hidden locations for added protection; if the case goes to court to
present and enter into public evidence when and if necessary) When those entrusted to
protect, when those entrusted to preserve law and order become the heinous criminals

we are suffering from today; it is our duty and obligation to preserve the public safety
by executing such treasonous officials; if we cannot effect their arrests!
y. Recently, in the Sandpoint, ID region citizens formed to try and defend themselves from
a whole gang of rapists, robbers, murderers, bribe takers from crystal meth dealers
within the Sandpoint and Bonner County Police Departments, and according to news
reports elsewhere in the nation (that were censored in this region so the locals heard
nothing of it), the FBI arrested the attempt; proving higher authorities are covering for
the local criminals in police uniforms; instead of arresting them as they should;
especially when citizens so desperate to be free from these criminals take the final
measure for public safety and risk their own freedom and lives in taking up arms against
the overwhelming odds! These citizens should be released and the real criminals (a
whole gang of corrupt cops in the Sandpoint and Bonner County Police departments are
the ones that should have been arrested) and in my opinion should be presented with
some kind of recognition for bravery! If I had not been left so severely disabled, I
would have done my best to make sure they wouldn’t have had to risk their own
freedom and lives. I still am; for this is the best I can do now - to alert the public that I
have tried my hardest ceaselessly to get murderers, mass murderers, rapists, estate
thieves and other heinous criminals arrested before other innocent persons suffer
horribly or end up dead by these incredibly wicked persons.
z. Learn the old ways of foraging, farming, keeping your own seed supplies, hunting,
fishing, wilderness survival skills, because if things continue with these criminals left
free in places of public trust across America and even in highest levels of our
government and the United States doesn’t return to it’s Christian Heritage, Freedoms it
was Founded on, then in order to live you and your loved ones may well have to flee
into the wilderness to survive. Sadly, it appears not enough people at present seem to
cherish what our founders fought and died for. If our government does not arrest the
murderers, mass murderers, traitors in their own ranks and police departments, and
things continue with the implementation of the mark of the beast (RFID biochips), then
your choice is to either take up arms and regain your freedom and rights this country
once had; or to flee. Since imperialistic control has now reached all so called western
civilization, your flight would have to be to third world impoverished countries (avoid
of course countries they have already publicly stated are targets like Iran, North Korea,
etc.; avoid EU countries and especially such as have removed citizens right to defend
themselves by removing right to bear arms like England, avoid nations that have large
quantities of natural resources; especially crude; the exceptions are you might find
refuge in the East like China or even in former Soviet block nations for awhile- it is not
a good idea to remain for an extended period of time like a generation in these regions
as biblical prophecies include the entire region of not only the middle east but soviet
nations and China in end time world war III scenario. Island countries (unless it has the
means with it’s own natural resources of food and water to sustain all it’s inhabitants);
especially small island nations are also not advisable; as trade and sea routes when these
conflicts rise will cause increased costs and embargos; it is also unadvisable to flee to

Caribbean, gulf region or even central America as hurricane alley will increase in
devastation until all these nations repent zealously and the evil is removed from power,
that has bought and paid for politicians through drug revenues and has idolatrous
religious practices; seek nations that possess nothing of value to the greed and war
mongers; or are predominantly Christian at this time or best (if flee you must) into the
wilderness, living off grid in low populated regions of the earth. (Ultimately trust the
leading of the Holy Ghost to guide you-Jn 14:26-16:13; Rom 8:14) Skirmishes could
still occur where use of public Internet sites to increase awareness, and fight the intel,
dissemination of misinformation, etc. of the satanic “new world order”. Hopefully,
Americans will now unite and tell these wicked persons we will NEVER accept the
mark of the beast (just because the new world order of the degenerate, deranged and
self-deceived, satanic, eugenic, fascists seek to cause us to take the mark (RFID biochip implants) DOES NOT mean we are to accept it!), and we want the traitors and war
criminals and other criminals in all branches of government brought to justice NOW!
Hopefully, a return to our Christian Heritage and sanity will bring stability, peace and
prosperity back to our nation; before any violence or flight becomes necessary.
aa. I can only pray my Christian and Jewish (and all who love Truth, Freedom and our
Constitution) brothers and sisters will properly discern the times and not go
complacently to their torture and slaughter as occurred in the last holocaust; but calling
upon Christ rid the world of evil once and for all and fervently pray and call aloud for
His Glorious Return! Let YAHOSHUAH the MESSIAH come with all the Heavenly
Host! Amen and Amen!!!!!!!!!!!!HALLELUJAH!!!!AMEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
J. Warning to the USA, all nations, all people everywhere
a. Blastthetrumpet.org – many have thought the trumpets of God in the book of Revelation
are something that occurs in heaven; but rather they are messengers of God sent into the
earth and they declare God’s words at appointed times. (Is 58:1)
b. The end time trumpet is to sound the alarm of war! (Num 10:1-9; Dan 12:1-3; Rev 12:711)
c. God ordains prophets at appointed times to warn people and nations, by showing them
things that could come to pass depending on the choices people and nations are making.
(Jonah; Amos 3:7)
d. The Lord showed how the history of the world would unfold in Josh 6 and the seven
trumpets have sounded already in the Book of Revelation (see blastthetrumpet.org for
detailed explanation)
e. The Lord warns the prophets that they must declare His messages and warnings when
He shows them what is to come. (Eze 33:1-20)
i. I have seen that souls will reap what they sow; it may not happen instantly, but it
will happen
ii. I have seen small nations made great and great nations lie in ashen ruins
iii. Specifically, the Lord showed me that the generation now on earth hangs on the
precipice of destructions, death, darkness such as the world has never known

iv. To the United States I saw varying degrees of either blessings or judgments and
wrath depending on the following
1. The people of God must stop playing with the devil’s temptations, stop
compromising, stop trying to be “politically correct”, stop straddling the
fence between wickedness and righteousness! STOP SINNING!
REPENT! And turn to God ZEALOUSLUY! Tell everyone how to
KNOW GOD! (Jer 31:31-34) and ARREST evil doers in politics, law
enforcement or wherever and whenever they manifest! (Rom 13:1-4; too
many are misinterpreting this scripture! It clearly states ministers of God
are the true power and authority and they are ultimately responsible for
arresting and even executing evil doers! It DOES NOT mean that
political figures are the power of God! Hitler was NOT a minister of
God! And treasonous officials in the United States are NOT ministers of
GOD! To be direct – IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY of MEN OF GOD
TO ARREST EVILDOERS IN THE EARTH! AND WHEN
NECESSARY TO USE “THE SWORD” – WEAPONS! If the church of
Jesus Christ fails to accept this duty and responsibility from God then I
saw terrible things occur in the future.
2. The United States will be blessed if the people REPENT! Stop
slaughtering infants! Stop ordaining homosexuals in the name of Christ
for the ministry! Stop allowing pedophiles in the priesthood! Stop
teaching little kids that they came from monkeys instead of God! Stop
being so corrupt and greedy that an epidemic of crime exists in virtually
every business, every branch of government, and throughout the nation!
ARREST treasonous politicians of 911! Arrest war criminals in the
Pentagon! Arrest rapists, robbers and murderers in law enforcement!
Arrest mass murdering doctors and nurses across the nation! Execute the
satanists that put policies of death in practice against innocent
Americans! Put on bravery and courage and remember our founding
fathers and all who have lived and died fighting evil on earth! Return to
GOD and his Holy Commandments! (Stop putting innocent persons in
prison like polygamists while sanctioning marriages of people practicing
abominations in God’s sight like homosexuals)!
3. The United States will descend into varying degrees of darkness
depending on how far the people of God within the US fail to repent and
how much they continue sinning and practicing abominations,
blasphemies, idolatries, greed and corruption.
a. At the worst I saw the United States in literal darkness, cities
burning, roving gangs of lawless, insane, demonically possessed
persons raping, robbing, pillaging while others roasted dead
persons in city parks on spits, the entire nation descended into
anarchy

b. If the people of God did not repent and rise up and arrest the evil
doers in our government now, I saw the mark of the beast RFID
implants, in the very near future. I saw Christians and any who
opposed unable to have credits at the bank to even purchase food
for themselves. I saw citizens that took the implants tell
themselves it wasn’t the mark of the beast or think that eating to
live in this short carnality worth more than allegiance to
Almighty God! I saw Christians and other resisters rounded up,
imprisoned, couples and families separated, Christians tortured in
attempts to get them to renounce the faith, women and children
sexually abused and also tortured. I saw storms and other
judgments coming of unprecedented fury. Hurricanes so huge
they were almost the size in diameter of the span from the tip of
Maine all the way to Florida! Entire states devastated! Hurricanes
coming inland even to the mid states! I saw surges that swept
entire coastal cities away! I saw the earth opening her mouth to
swallow the damned directly into the flames of hell! I saw all the
curses declared in Deut 28 come upon all nations that failed to
repent at this trumpet blast! Sure some continued lives of luxury
thinking to laugh and mock; but death and destruction was in
their future. Droughts, famines, storms, lightnings, thunderings,
fires, volcanoes, earthquakes, Tsunamis, huge hail stones, wars,
corruption so severe that no one could be trusted and so neighbor
against neighbor in bloodshed! Every kind of natural disaster
will increase in rapidity and severity and even scarcity of food
and water not just in the United States but every nation that
departs so wickedly from the one true God until even satanists
will be in terror at the darkness they created in their insanity. I
saw many people who call themselves Christians wondering why
they were “left behind”; because they had been tricked into
believing in the false doctrine of the pre-tribulation rapture and
some even took the mark of the beast (the RFID implants)
because they were told they would not even be in the earth in the
last days! (Rev 12:17 clearly states that when satan appears in
flesh and blood in the end times, he and his followers will go to
war against those that keep God’s commandments and have the
testimony of Jesus Christ (in other words Christians will be in the
earth; see thiefinthenight.org for details).
c. God showed me varying degrees of all the above will happen or
NOT if the people of God kick the devils out of power (arrest and
execute; or if there is not enough to arrest; then go to war and
execute them) now in the US and rise up and do whatever is

necessary to keep the USA a Christian and godly nation! Defend
your wives and children and do not let them be carted off to be
abused and tortured! NEVER give up the right to bear arms until
Christ returns! The final moments of the end times are times of
open warfare between the wicked satanists and followers of God
and Christ!
d. I saw if the people repent and make restitution to the innocent
persons and nations who have suffered because of the greedy
lunatics and treasonous officials in our nation now; and refuse to
take the RFID implants universally! That peace and prosperity
returned for varying lengths of years and generations on earth! If
the United States remained mixed then varying degrees of
judgments continued and even people of God wondered why and
it was because they were not obeying God’s commandment to tell
the people in their city how to KNOW GOD! Until every did
KNOW GOD or until the people of the city rejected Christ and
His Word! If they reject you in telling them how to KNOW
GOD, you are COMMANDED to DEPART from that city and
SHAKE THE DUST OFF YOUR FEET! (Mt 10:14; Mk 6:11; Lk
9:5) If you do not obey the clear instructions of GOD; then do not
be puzzled when judgments come also upon you with the wicked!
It is useless to rebuild New Orleans and still continue revelries,
orgies, nakedness, drunkenness; especially during Mardi Gras. I
saw WWIII ensue and if your nation (including the USA) turns
against Israel, then you MUST remove the military leaders in the
pentagon (or wherever they are in your particular nation) and
governing authorities (execute them in their insanity) or the
whole nation will suffer! If there are too few sane and righteous
souls left in your nation during those days to do that; then pray to
God as to where He wants you to flee and hide until the darkness
passes. ALL persons, ALL cities, ALL nations must REPENT
and RETURN to Almighty GOD or desolations will be sure to
come as plainly declared in Deut 28! Woe! Woe! Woe! Unto the
adulterers and sexually immoral; especially those committing
satanic blood sacrificial orgies, new diseases are coming that will
rot your genitals off your bodies; and cause unprecedented
agony! You will honor the sacrament of holy matrimony or you
will know the full meaning of the text in Num 5:11-31; you will
be faithful in your marriages to your spouses or your genitals will
swell and rot off your bodies! For the cup of jealousy is poured
out from Above on all nations! You will honor and keep the
commandments of God or your sins will be exposed in this life

and especially when you die before all other souls to your
everlasting shame and condemnation! So many diseases are
coming upon the wicked and abominable that scientists will not
be able to name them all; let alone identify them! You will repent
everyone of you and obey God’s Holy Commandments or you
will all start dying in myriads of ways; new and intense agonies
are poured out upon the especially abominable, especially wicked
and disbelieving! If the whole nation is corrupt, rebellious and
wicked then the whole nation will lie in ashen ruins and be
decimated! If it is a city, it will be destroyed with the inhabitants;
for a long time has the Lord patiently shown you his coming
judgments and destroyed mostly your vanities wherein you trust
and many have acquired through corrupt means. Yes, the Lord
has been destroying homes and cities and sparing the inhabitants;
hoping you would repent! But you have only increased your sins
and abominations in His sight! No longer will the vanities be
destroyed and inhabitants spared; but whole masses of evil doers,
the wicked, the unbelieving, the abominable, liars, deceivers,
idolaters, whores and whore mongers, adulterers and sinners of
every kind will perish with their vanities! For I, the Lord Your
God am Mighty in Battle, says He who rules and reigns in all the
Universe forever, and whereas in my Mercy I sought to spare
your lives and that of your children, I will spare no longer if you
do not repent at the hearing or reading of these words! The time
has come for every citizen and every nation to make a clear
choice for or against Almighty God and to bear the blessings or
consequences openly of your decisions! Heat will burn you, Cold
will freeze you; animals will rend you; even those once docile
will turn on you; Heaven above and the earth below; even what
you call nature will be against you; nothing you can invent will
stay the wrath of Almighty God; if you do not turn from your
wicked ways! The earth rumbles and moves beneath your feet,
chasms engulf you and your cities, fire and smoke, ashes and
ruins; if you do not learn to reverence Almighty God and obey
His Holy Commandments! If you then angrily blaspheme GOD
when judgments come and only become more wicked; then
WRATH will follow! You may live despite the judgments; but if
you fail to repent then death and destruction comes now swiftly
upon you all! What will you do when the shelves at supermarkets
are empty? What good will your money be then? Feed the
hungry; cloth the naked; have mercy on the oppressed, poor,
needy, and widows among you; execute justice in the land;

restore righteousness, honor and integrity throughout your cities,
states, nations and the whole world! And MAYBE when you find
yourself in their position reduced to poverty, poor, needy,
hungry; someone might take compassion also on you! MAYBE!
4. The sword is coming! Make sure you are on the right side of the battle!
Don’t be afraid of satanists! If they resist the Name of God and the
POWER of GOD; then they are mortal enemies; treat them as such and
make them dead! Once they are dead, say, “I suffer not your dark spirit
to wander in the earth to trouble anyone else, I consign you now to
Christ’s judgment to go to the abyss, outer darkness or hellfire as He
directs! You are NOT allowed to roam free!” (you have the authority in
the Name of our Lord Jesus Christ (more appropriately YOHOSHUAH
AM MESCHIACH!) Get right with GOD; pray fervently for His Holy
Spirit to keep you on the path of Life and Righteousness! To cause you
to fulfill your Divine Purpose! To be bold and courageous for Christ! To
be Strong and do exploits! (Dan 11:32) Let us pray and hope the United
States will return as a nation to it’s Christian Heritage before evildoers
bring about it’s complete destruction and infamous ruination! I advise
citizens of all other nations to pray for their leaders and make sure only
persons full of the Holy Ghost occupy offices of public trust and
authority! People all over the world; choose God and Christ! And do not
be afraid to bear arms to protect yourself and your loved ones! May you
be kept safe from evil; but if you are called to be one of the warriors in
the Army of God; may you have such spiritual power and authority as to
defeat whole nations and armies encamped against you if necessary! I
repeat, Christians stop playing with your everlasting destiny! Stop
looking at porn! Stop committing adulteries! If you continue playing in
the devils’ playgrounds then do not be surprised when your life, your
nation and the world turns to hell! REPENT! Turn to God and seek to
KNOW HIM and obtain your specific Divine Purpose from Him; for
why will you suffer horrors and why will you perish, when instead you
can obtain honor and everlasting glory and joy!
Finally, I wish to convey that the deepest intent in my spirit, heart and soul is for every other soul in
existence to re-examine what you think you know and have been taught, what you think you are sure
of and ask yourself especially if you do not know Almighty God, Creator of the Universe, why you
wouldn’t want to? Do not judge the character of Almighty God, by anyone else! Do not even think you
understand what you have read or heard about Him; if you have not taken the time to get to know Him;
personally! Every word and effort of mine; even the controversial terms against adversaries of God and
my own soul; is not to engender hatred for myself or God; but to get you to really think about what
you’re doing! Is it really worth going to hell for? Is it really worth suffering for endless eons for? Is
your belief system, world view, philosophy, conduct, worth burning in the Lake of Fire forever? Are
you so proud; so absolutely sure that those of us who are plainly telling you they have seen the Risen

Christ and know beyond ALL doubt that the Holy Bible is God’s Record given to mankind of how not
only to be SAVED from hellfire and the Lake that burns the wicked forever; but how to have an
abundant life here and now and to have access to the source of all virtues, all wisdom, all knowledge
and understanding; are you so sure of your own ideas that you are willing to risk burning forever,
dying in your own sins, suffering for all that you have done to others, offenses great and small, and all
crimes against the Lord your God and your Maker (the worst of which is rejecting the Great Love and
Sacrifice of our Holy Lord and Savior, JESUS Christ who suffered and died on the Cross for us all), to
conclude that all the rest of us who have also suffered and even those who have been tortured yet
pleading with all souls to repent and live; (“Martyrs Mirror”) that we are all lying or deceived or have
somehow agreed to concoct a colossal universal fraud on all other souls? Are you willing to go on
ignoring all science? Your own perceptions? Everything you see and hear; just to hold to your
traditions, religions, philosophies and continue separated from the Creator of the Universe now and
forever when you have been plainly told how you can know Him now and forever; personally, beyond
all doubt! (Acts 2:38,39; Jer 29:11-13; 31:31-34)
I repeat, most seriously, that every term I have used such as “brainwashed masses” while truthful and
appropriate is not to get you to shell up even more behind your fortresses of deceit and self deceit but
to think extra hard about all you’ve been taught since you were a small child. People who have only
incarnated a few decades telling you as if they were there billions of years ago how the universe came
into being (that long ago) and how hundreds of millions of years ago, life spontaneously generated,
with its appropriate climate, food and all things necessary not only to sustain it, but to reproduce.
Further, how without any evidence whatsoever to offer, that basic life form did not destroy itself or die
in the almost infinite ways death finds all visible life or be destroyed by anything else, but
miraculously without any reasonable or viable explanation to offer spontaneously generated into all
that we see not only on our own world, but in the universe and despite a visitation from Almighty God
who demonstrated Himself clearly and openly as such (The Life, Death and Resurrection of the Living
Lord Jesus Christ is the most documented event in all of history), these persons today who have only
incarnated a few decades want you all to believe they have taught you facts about all these things;
which if you really think about, there is absolutely NO WAY they know ANYTHING for sure about
billions of years ago, hundreds of millions of years ago, tens of millions, millions, ETC. in absolute
certainty (or even that many or more or less years have even transpired in the current visible creation)!
EVERYTHING you have been taught by them are their OPINIONS, their HYPOTHESES, their
CONJECTURES! Are you really going to follow fallible minds of fallible humans, when you can ASK
DIRECTLY THE ONE TRUE GOD AND CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE PERSONALLY
ABOUT ALL THAT HE HAS CREATED AND MADE AND LEARN FROM THE SOURCE
YOURSELF; WHO WILL ONLY TEACH YOU TRUTHFULLY CONCERNING ALL THINGS?!
(Jn 14:16-26; Jn 16:13; 1Jn 2:27) Seek the ONE TRUE GOD! Seek Him NOW! (Jer 29:11-13)
NEVER Give up until you KNOW HIM, BEYOND ALL DOUBT, PERSONALLY, INTIMATELY;
and may you never be deceived or led astray by another soul again! (Jer 31:31-34)
Respectfully; and in the Sincerest Love and Best Desire for every soul to end up in Heaven/Paradise;
not Hell and the Lake of Fire!

Through Christ, He will empower you not only to resist evil in others but those own base, selfish,
hurtful impulses that have troubled you and that you gave up fighting in yourself! (Acts 1:8, Rom 7)
REPENT!!!!!!!! AND BE YOU FILLED WITH THE HOLY GHOST!!!!!!!!!!!! (Acts 2:38,39; John
14:26-16:13; 1Jn 2:27; 1Jn 5:20; Jn 17) Amen and
Amen!!!!!!!!HALLELUJAH!!!!AMEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I, Michael, and all who are wise, love and worship the One True God, our Lord and Savior, Jesus the
Christ, YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH, KING of kings and LORD of Lords, both now and forever.
Amen!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

